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ABSTRACT 

Exact quantum mechanical -vibrational transition 

probabilities are calculated for a collinear atom- 

d-"-atomic molecule collision, using the real reactance 

matrix Both the Morse and harmonic binding 

potentials are considered. It is found that the 

discrepancy between the transition probabilities for 

these binding potentials may be large, depending on 

the collision parameters M and 0, -'; the discrepancy 

increases as m becomes large and decreases asLXbecomes 

large. Large Morse well depths (characterised by large 

values Of De) do not necessarily imply agreement between 

the transition probabilities of the two oscillators. 

Anharmonicity will be important in most collisions. 

The validity of several approximate theories when applied 

to this problem is investigated, It is found that the 

revised first order distorted wave approximation of 

Mies (1964a), and hence the revised first order 

perturbation theory approximation (Mies 1964b), are 

valid providing the reduced mass M is not too large 

or the collision too strong. 

Based on these investigationsthe one-dimensional 

form of the correspondence principle for strongly 

coupled states (Percival and Richards 1970a) is 

modified to include, approximately, the perturbation 
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(i of the bound system. The modified theory is teste, 

on the system of a harmonic oscillator, perturbed by a 
2. 

potential ý F(t) and excellen', -) agreement with the 

exact quantum mechanical solution is obtained. 

The theory is then applied to the collinear atom- 

diatomic molecule collision, with a Morse molecular 

binding potential. For a large range of collision 

parameters, the results are in good agreement with 

L the exact quantum m, %: -, chanical transition probabilities, 

even for low order transitions. 

The modified correspondence principle is shown to 

have a larger range of validity than the revised first 

order perturbation t'neory, a-D-oroximation of Mies (1964b), 

to which it reduces in the weak perturbation limit. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the study of intermolecular potentials, inelastic 

coll4--, ion processes occupy a central'position. The 

properties of the interaction potential between an 

atom and a diatomic molecule are reflected in the 

cross sections for the various rotational and 

vibrational transitions that the molecule can 

undergo. (Gordon, Klemperer and Steinfeld, 1968). C) 
A theoretical treatment of these' processes, however, 

is complex and in order to obtain information about 

cross sections, apT)roximations usually must be made. 

For the investigation of vibrational-translational 

energy transfer the approximation most widely 

employed is the collinear collision; the atom, 

incident along the molecular axis, is assumed to 

collide 'head on' with the nearest atom of the 

diatomic molecule. Many calculations, particularly. 

in recent years, have been performed using this 

model. (Rapp and Kassal,. 1969). Because of the 

complexity of the atom--diatomic molecule collision, 

this model is too simple to expect any comparisons 

with experimental results to be successful. However, 

since essentially exact solutions may be obtained for 

the model, it is useful in that it provides a 

'testing ground' for approximate theories2 which if 

successful, may then be applied with some --onfidence 
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to more realistic problems where an exact solut--Lon 

may not be practicably obtained. 

In much of the previous work, the binding potential 

of the diatomic molecule has been approximated by 

a harmonic potential. However, it was shown by 

Mies (19611a), using the more realistic Morse 

binding potential, that in a rigorous treatment 

of the distorted wave approximation, the uoe of 

- the harmonic potential may result in the 

vibrational transition probabilities of the 

molecule being greatly over-estimated. Hunding 

(1970), presenting an exact, but very limited 

comparison of the Morse and harmonic oscillator 

I transition probabi-lities, concluded_that the 

discrepancy between them was not as great as 

Mies (1964a) predicted. 

The purpose of this thesis is to present a detailed 

comparison of the exact results for the excitation 

of the Morse and harmonic oscillators and to 

examine the range of validity of several approximate 

theories. The exact transition probabilities are 

obtained using a close coupling method based on the 

amplitude density functions of Johnson and Secrest 

(1966). 

One particular approximate theory, the correspcndence 

principle for strongly coupled states (Percival and 
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Richards, 1970a), is considered in detail. This 

theory has been successfully applied. to the 

collinear collision problem where the harmonic 

moler-ular binding potential is employed (Clark, 1971). 

When a Morse binding potential is employed, however, 

the theory breaks down. The reasons for this 

breakdown are discussed and a modified form of the 

theory is developed. This modified correspondence 

principle is shown to predict transition 

probabilities in good agreement with the exact 

quantum Morse oscillator results. 

The Collinear Collision problem is formulated 

in Chapter 1. Chapters 2 and 3 deal with the 

solution of the problem in terms of the real 

reactance matrix K The details of the computation 

of the K matrix are discussed in Chapter 4. The 

transition probabilities for the diatomic molecule, 

when both the Morse Land harmonic molecular binding' 

potentials are employed, are presented in Chapter 

where graphical comparisions are made with several 

approximate theories. 

In Chapter 6 correspondence principle methods 

are discussed and the_modified version of the 

correspondence principle is developed. In Chapter 

this is tested on the problem of a harmonic oscillator 

perturbed by a time dependent potential of the form 

F(t) and in Chapter 8 is applied to the atom-Morse 

oscillator collision. 



Although this investigation of' the simple one. - 

dimensional vibrational excitation problem has 

limited physiQal interest, it enables the 

gen-, ýralisation of the correspondence principle 

technique to three dimensions and the calculation 

of approximate cross sections for vibrational 

excitation to be carried out with confidence. Work 

is already planned to incorporate the results of 

this thesis with the atom rigid rotor calculations 

of Dickinson and Richards, to provide an overall 

Uheory of molecular excitation below the threshold 

for electronic excitation. Although 1 has recently 

become possible to perform close coupling calculations 

for the atom-vibrating, rotating diatomic molecule 

collision (Eastes and Secrest, 1971), due to the 

large number channels required, these calculations 

are, at present, limited to very low order transitions. 

It is expected that the correspondence principle 

technique will be mo., 3t useful for transitions among 

intermediate and highly excited states. 

The major part of the work presented in this thesis 

has been published by Clark and Dickinson (1973) 

and Clark (1973). 
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CHAPTER I 

FORMULATION OF THE COLLISION PROBLEM 

1.1 Coordinate Transformations 

The collision problem is shown in Figure 1. All three 

atoms A, B and C are constrained to move along the line 

defined by the molecular axis B-C. Denoting the masses 

of the atoms by Tn Tna wn d Tn, the Schr'O'd-linger equation C) 
for the system is, 

L- t-L 1 a. 

tý aý'- ttý al- 
e%-., 

ý 
C) +v 2-TrLR Ta a 2-M 

, 
-D- 2- SC 

M3 

A tc 

+ 
VAR 

T+ 

where it is assumed that the atom A is reflected by 

the repulsive core of the potential VAG M, 
- 

between atoms A and B only. VBC is the 

binding potential of the diatomic molecule. 

By transforming to the centre of mass coordinates I 

and neglecting the centre of-mass motion, depending 

only on XR 
, Equation (1) reduces to 

(1.2) 
5-Z 7- + V13 

C+ 
VA 

a 
L Tn 

where and 7- are the BC and AB separations 

respectively and x is the separation between the 

centre of mass of the molecule and the incident atom 

A. Tn and /2-1- are reduced masses given by 

0%- 

I'm «-7: lTLA 
(-tnz /(yn, 

ITL a TQ c ITI e6 



-CD- 

-ý-r 4. 

cu 

cD 
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Both the Morse and harmonic molecular binding 

potentials are considered. These have the form 

OL VBC(ý) e 
[exp 

and 

Vac f9 
eo, 

) 

where is the equilibrium separation of BC. 
. 111/ 

le and cL are the Morse potential well depth 

(disso. ciation energy) and steepness parameter 

respectively, and f is the harmonic oscillator 

I force constant. 

A more convenient formulation of the problem is 

obtained by transforming to the dimensionless 

coordinates where 

ecý 
I- 
2. 

. 3c Cie) 
)c 

and 
12ý = Trt c/( Ta B -+- -M c) 

The frequency we is given by 

2 le 
f 

CJ e :=(- a- oýý 
) 

thus providing a relation between the Morse and 

harmonic potentials. 

(1 . 3a) 

(1 
. 3b) 

In terms of these dimensioiiless coordinates the 
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Schro"dir,, -er equation (1-2) becomcs) 

V13 
C+ 

VA 
13 

The scaled reduced mass. m, is given y 

-M ::: ý MA Tnc / 
ETI 

B( rrL A + Tn 13 + Tnc-)] . 
is the total energy of the system in units Of 

it-Lw, and Z7-- x-Lj 

('. 4) 

In these coordinates the binding potentic-, Lls (1.3) 

become 

Viac(Y) ýý le [exp 
: ýe 

Vs 
c 

for the Morse and harmonic oscillators respectively 

where le I)e Nu3e 

The collision problem now reduces to that shown in 

Figure 2. The incoming particle, of mass m, interacts 

via (-iý) with a particle of unit mass bound by Vac(Lj). 

1.2 Boundary Conditions 

A, solution of (1.4) is required satisfying the 

boundary conditions 

-1 (j k-lic) (1.5 of* m 4)ý (x, ý1) =0 T (9) ex x 
x --Z> oz TL 

I 

/, 
I -M ý, (X, LJ )=0 (1-56) 

x -- ,>- 
CO 

The subscript I denotes that the molecule is initially 

in the It6 vibrational state. The R-mr are the 

4 

probability amplitudes that the part_, _Cle of mass m, 
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IM 

I I xI 
I 

H 
I 

I I z 

Equitibrium Position 

Figure 2. 
_ 

incident on the Oscillator in state I, will be 

reflected leaving the oscillator in vibrational 

state -n These amplitudes or reflection coeffici ents 

define the. R. 
- 

matrix, 

= (1.6) 

The are the normalised eigenfunctions of the 

unperturbed oscillator satisfying the Schro"dinger 

equation, 

E- d2' 
- 'I. ' G CL 9' 

+ V131 (V) ] ý, (ý) == 2 

where G-n are the energy eigenvalues, of the oscillator 

in units of we . For the Morse and harmonic 

oscillators -ýClhese are given by 
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e 
I- =2 -rL 

C-rt. 

re. spectively. 

TL + 

The wave numbers ý-m are then given by 

"2, k Tt z= ý -, (E- 
The summation in (1.13a) represents-a sum over the 

bound states of the oscillator and additionally, for 

the Morse oscillator, an integral over the continuum 

states. However in the numerical calculations, 

described later, it will never be necessary to include 

the continuum states. Total energies, E, at which 

these states significantly contribute to the 

transition amplitudes of interest will not be 

considered. 

The probability that the molecule will be found in the 

, mtk, vibrational state after the collision has taken 

place is given by 

2. k 



CHA FV ER 2 

SOLUTION OF THE COLLISION PROBLEM 

2.1- Amplitude Density Functions 

The R matrix (1.6) is in general complex. In 

obtaining numerical solutions to the problem it 

is more convenient to use purely real quantities. 

This may be alchieved by imposing real boundary 

conditions on the Schro"dinger equation (1.4). Consider 

the solution (x, q) of (1.4) which satisfies 
K 

I-P, (X, 
ýj 

)=S iT. L 
(kl-x) 

C0S Cx) 
CO 

K 

-rrL ý, Gx, 00 (2-16) r 

X- 00 
The amplitudes now define the purely real 

reactance matrix K (Mott and Massey, 1965). 
0%- 

The purely real Green function G satisfying 

L- 2--M D X: - 
Z D92. ý E] G (X, 9; 9')=9 (zc - >-- ") j (ý -ýf) 

is given by, 

Gr (. X t. xII=S '-'i' x, ) cos (ý,, x-, ) (2. P-) k-M Nr- 
where :: c>,,. xc are the greater and lesser, respectively, 

of 3c and 

Using (2,2)9the Schro"dinger equation (1-4) may now be 

rewritten as the integral equation (Rodberg and 
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Thaler, 1967) co co 
ýK (X, 

ý) = ýý, (_ý) Sin k., 

(2-3) 

(x /I/ ICL 
ýI 

V8 
0 Cos (k., x, ) ctx 

wher e 'Z = cc -ý- 

It is more convenient to use the amplitude density, 

f unc -t. ions Hny-6--) (Secrest and Johnson 1966, Johnson 

and Secrest 1966) rather than the*wave functions 

These are defined by 

r-Li- 
(x) = K, ý9) 

- OZ 
Multiplying (2-3) by and integrating over 

tj the following integral equation is obtained 

H 
TL 1 

(:: 
r-) =si -rt. 

( k: 
c >-) v 

n- 1: 
(x) 

-9 
(ýh V-rL 

i 
(--C-) 

c0s( ki y-» Hj, (>--., ) d-x , 
["0 

ýo 
- oz 

where 
00 

V-n-1 (-X) «---- 

1 
VAS(-Z) ý:, (9)Clj 

CQ 

2.2 Numerical Quadrature 

I 
The summation in (2-4) is over all states of the 

(2-4) 

oscillator. For the total energies Ej being considered, 

the sum over the discrete states may be terminated 

at some number (N-1), sufficiently large, such that 
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iriclubioi, uL- au-uiýioilal sta' es lia, ý3 rio significariý -L -L 
L, r1 

effect on the transition probabilities. In this 

sense the transition probabilities obtained are 

-1 , yermed 'exact'. The Morse continuum states will not 

contribute significantly to the transition 

probability providing satisfactory convergence has 

been obtained using only the discrete states. 

In order to obtain a solution of the integral 

equation (2.4), the integral over x is replaced by 

an M point quadrature yielding 

H (2c Ni x i) 
V, 

i) L=o 
M (2-5) 

XH 
LI (xj) 

j=1 
The sum over all states here has been truncated at 

(N-1) and x> . Dc< are now the greater, lesser, 

respectively of xj and xj , 

Simpson's rule is employed for the quadrature except 

that, following Johnson and Secrest (1966), the weights 

are taken as 

U-)ij(L) = Normo-L Sirapý3o-n weig kt 
,i *j ,i=j 

(odcL) 

/Siqý, xj)c0s(ktxý)] ) j=j (even) 
LJij (L) -i 

where 
AX is the step length. This modification of 

the Simpson weight, for z=j (even), significantly 

decreases the computational time since it allows a 

larger step length Ax to be used. It arises from 
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_L ý_; (D 1.1 _L 

tU-, 
L 

-V- C C) -LI 4 

%-1hc %_I LU ýj Ij ýý \_A di -, L- -c on, t J- n,,.,., -I-- , 

(2.2) and is discussed fully in Appendix A. 
.1 

S4ty To relate the matrix to the amplitude clen 

functions, the asymptotic form of (2.3) as 

is compared with the boundary condition (2.1a) giving 

K,. =100 
jo`j 

CIO - 00 
x ýK (x! ýf) sz-a(k, x/) cLx' dý' 

f 
a, 3 

00 sin H -a,: (-Dc') cL)r-' 
Assuming that c2)VNe(-Z)/C)x- is a continuows) -function, 

H L3: 
is smooth and the integral over 3C 

may be replaced by an M point quadrature giving 
M (2.6) 

j X3) (xj 

where wj may be taken as normal Simpson weights. 

The K matrix is thus expressed in terms of the 

solution of (2-5). 

To sol've equation (2.5) directly for the 
H-r, 

3: 
(X 

i) 

is impracticable, since this requires the direct 

inversion of a matrix of the typical order 5000 x, 5000. 

However, in the next chapter a method is presented 

for obtaining the K matrix at -the L -tk point in the 

quadrature of (2.6) in terms of the Z matrix at the 

(L-1) point. To advance the solution by one 

quadrature point, in this manner requires the inversion 

of only one NxN matrix, which is typically of order less 

than 10 x 10. 
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THE REACTANCE MATRIX EQUATION 

3.1 Formulation of the MatriL_Lguation 

M ihe formal solution of' the equations (2.5) and 

(2.6) is obtained in- t. I. Le following manner. 

Defining the NxN matrices, 
( li (% 

i)) -IT. 

(y(: 
)c 1)) -,, 

and 
(Wij), 

VIM 

= 

= V-1-C -1 (x i) 
SITL 

(k.:, 
Xj) 

Cos 

=& 

-Z k, 

=ý MY- 
w ii 

(I) 

equation (2-5) becomes 

i) - 2-rr, 

Lj F <) G 
j= 

Similarly (2.6) becomes 
M 

)< ZFH 

It is now necessary to define generalised or 

partitioned matrices and vectors as follows. 

( 3. ) ) 

(3.2) 

4, 
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The g,, eneralised col. umn vectors = 

()I 
-- f(x i) 

-, --Leralised row vector The g 

and the generalised matrices TMI- S ij V 

(x 
") -rLWl = U-) ,F(:,,, ) C, (x ,) in ý> -M 

tu 

W-n 
-,, 

F (x 
-r, 

) G (x 
Y1. 

) 

Each element of these generalised. vectors and 

matrices is itself an NxN matrix corresponding 

to a particular quadrature point. The subscript M 

is required since the order of these generalised 

matrices and vectors depends on the number of 

quadrature points taken in (3.1) and (3.2). In 

defining the generalised matrix 
X-,, 

Ithe normal 
.I 

Simpson weights wmhave been explicitly used for 

elements 
(XM)71. 

n. L) 

(TL-: ýTn). 

Equation (3-1) may now be written as 

ONA 

giving 
t 

-2 -rrt 
1 Zt., -ý-'XM -2ý 

r, 
. 1%- d. ý w'%- 

=( C9, +2 rr-L jX/M- k-, tzm 0%. Ift. 0 ol%,. ý /1--, (3.3) 

where Cým M 

and is an Nx N'unit matrix. 

Similarly (3.2) may be written as 

Km 21n h- IM, X/ M 
(3.4) 
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The K matrix here, Km is only an NxN matrix. 

The subscript M however is necessary, since including, 

more quadrature"points may change the value of the 

K matrix) depending on whether or not convergence has 

been reached. 

Substituting (3-3) into (3-4) yields the required 

formal expression for the L matrix 

tj 
/- 

M 

., 
4. 

m 
-I-, 

011.1 (3-5) 

where 
c9m +2 Ta 

The mat rix 
Am 

is thus an MN x MN matrix of scalar 
. eýo 

elements and as pointed out previously, direct inversion 

is impracticable. 

). 2 The Escalator Method of Matrix Inversion 

The method used to invert the matrix, 
4-mis 

based on 
el%. - 

the partitioning or escalator method described by I 

Fro"berg (1966). The generalisation, for cLeTrt ents wktcýL 

are themselves matrices., is given in Appendix B. 

Truncating the quadrature summations"in (3, J) and (3.3) 

after the (L-1) th term, is equivalent to replacing the 

upper limit of the integral in (2-4) by the value ýCL--J, 

It is also equivalent, however, to truncating the 

interaction potential VAa(x-yý 
, such that it is 

zero f or X> )CL-1 * In this case the generalised 

I of matrices defined in the previous section wouj-d be 
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Order (L-1) x (L-l') 
, each eilement- lbeing iLsej'-j' an IN x IN 

matrix, and equation (3-5) would become 

I (3.6) 
The matrix obtained by SolVing this equation, is the 

K matrix for an interaction potential that is zero 

for X> XL-I Similarly, including the L th 

quadrature point in (3.1) and (3-3) results in a 

matrix KL_ which is the K matrix for the interaction 

potential that is zero for 
-x >-x, The SolUt4 

Lon is, 

thus advanced by a piecewise inclusion of the 

interaction potential. This process is continued 

until the complete interaction potential is 

constructed or equivalently until the K matrix 
0%., 

converges. 

The escalator method provides a relation between the 

generalised matrices and 
01%- el%.. 

The matrix may be partitioned into 

CL 

is the generalised matrix whose inverse 

appears in (3.6), and only depends on the first L-1 

quadrature points., 
4c 

and, 
4Rare 

generalised column 
IN 1--f *-%. - 

and row vectors respectively andjý is a single 

element i. e. NxN matrix. and,, 
4-p. depend on all 

Tth the quadrature points up to the L whereas ýý depends 

-th only on the L point. 
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When --4 L is partitioned in this way, the escalator 

method (Appendix B) yields 

4C 4R 

9,14 

where R 
I 

Thus assuming that is known 
-14 L 

hence may be determined from (3.8). Only one 

NxN matrix inversion is required, that to evalu, ate b. 
r%ol 

3.3 The K Matrix Equation 

Although the problem of inverting an MN x MN matrix 

has been reduced to that of inverting an NxN 

matrix M times, computation of the solution is still 

not practicable. It is sjuill necessary to store 

matrices of order up to MN x MDT. 

In this section it is shown how the matrix K may be 
,, L 

directly related to the matrix K L-I in terms of only 

NxN matrices. This procedure is somewhat lengthy 

although quite straight forward. 

For a quadrature of only L points 

9- 

These generalisý-, d matrices and vectors may be 

partitioned as follows 

(3-9) 

77- L 
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1--j X 

( 

e--- el-I 

where D and 0' are generalised zero column and 

row vectors respectively. 

7 tL 
(, 

F 
Thus with (3,, 8) equation (3.9) becomes 

L -M 
L 17 

LF (-XL) 

where 

, 
74C 

2-M 
W, V (--x, ) F 

VF (x2) C-T 

F (xL-. ) G(, )CL) 

=2 -rVL 
(W1V (X 

L) k- 1F (3('1) CT(DCL-) ci ,V 
(-X 

L) k-' F (X 2. ) G (X 
&-) 

and 

WL-1 V(xL) P (X L- 1) CT 

I v (x 
L) k- \A/L 

IF (-X Lý) G (DCL-) 

S JL nce k- 
jF 

(xi) and G-(X, ) commute ý,, 
4c 

and 
4R 

may be written as 

--VL k G(XL) 
/N. ý eN.. O 11--lo 

"4pl 
7z LI 

Substituting these expressions into (3.10) and using 

(3.6) yields 
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-1C 
(21TLWL 

kT (-)CLý 6V (XL) 

eý- 01%1 Ilý el- ' eL- 1-- e- 

02'M- L k- 1G (XL) bV 
1ý ̂ 1 el- -, - 

(2 
L k- FV L) CT (DCL. ) 

WL 
V 

where 

(3.11) 

I+q,,, V(x.. ) F(xt-) G (xi-) (3.12) 

TrL 
G( 

ZCL) 

Since WLL commutes with k-1. F(XL) and C7 (Y-L) 
0%ý, I-- I-- rlý 

(3.12) may be rewritten as 

G -1 ýx Lý V-I (x, ) bV (x, ) G (x L) =, 
[I 

Trt WL 
L- F- 

-IC 'ýCL) 

j 

KL- I 
2TrL 

W L- X 
(. X L) 

(3C 
L) (3.13) 

To simplify the notation the following matrices 

are defined 

F: =2 I-rL rý 

G (OCI-) ý- -W 

FL k7l 
e%ol 
F L) 

ýlj WLL 

V 
(DCL) 

V 

V G- 
V (X 

I-) 
(XL) (3.14) 

All these matrices are NxN and only depend on 

quantities evaluated at the quadrature point 

E4ýumtio-m (3-13) tkvs becomes 

-I -ý-"L) 6V(-y L) 
G (DC 

L) 
1ý 

L- 1 
(3-15) 

L) V 'oo, 
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Consider terms 1,2 and 4 in the expression of K 
/11, 

(3.11). By multiplyiTig b on the left by- the unit 

Matrix V( XL) X \VI (XL) and using 

15) , these lcenms reduce to 

+ L1] [+- KL-I E]KL-I 

In a similar way the remainirig two terms (terms 

and 5) of equation (3.11) reduce to 

l< L l< L 

which may be written as 

CA) 

4- (W-D 
L-1 

ci, kL-IF 
0-%ý el- 

t [LcLt is 
I 

+K LJL I<L + WD) 

WLI - 
\A/ 161 (XL) P (XL) 

S-;, n, cle for any matrix A (I+A 
L Cl -) tý = eA 

(11 + A) 

this reduces to 

-WLD+ 'V4 1) 1Ke+W 
-Dý 

(\A/ 
-D- LJL IS) 

(JL 

From definitions (3.14) this becomes 

WL-D -f LJL KL-1 B+ (\N/E- WL 

WL- E- 

Thus the expression for K (6quation (3-11)) reduces 
II 

-F r-% 
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kL= 

WE 

This is now a convenient form for computation, 

each quadrature point it is only necessary to 

evaluate the NxN matrices B, C, D and E and 

invert one NxN matrix to obtain the K matrix 

at that point. 

At 

As shown by Calogero (1967)) the K matrix satisfies the 
llý 

non-linear differential equation 

0c) 
V (Ic-) P (3-2 7) 

CL x 
Equation (3.16) essential provides a stable 

procedure for solving this equation. That (3.16) 

doesz reduce to this equation in the limit A--r- --> 0 

may be shown as follows. 

As iý x--. -, o the modified quadrature weights reduce 
4-- 

uo the normal Simpson weights. If, instead of 

using Simpson's rule, the quadrature weights are 

chosen to be simply -Ax then (3.16) reduces to 

VL I+ A -)cE- AX IýL- I C) 

Thus 

k-*'I- -A n-*Y--b KL :::: KL- I+ Ax- A3C I<L- I 

kL -I KL 

16 �-C 
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From (3.14) 

L) 
V (DC 

L) L) 

Ax e- 

-F (XL. ) k- IV (XI-) G (XL) KL 

- kL-1 G(XL) k-IV(XL) F(Y-L) + F( - L) k -IV (X 

In the limit as Zý x -> 0 this becomes 

cl. (. x) l< w) C, (_Y) k-, v (x) C, (x) K (y-) 

-F 
(x-) k71 V (x) G (-)c) K (x) -k 

(x) C, k-'V (x-) F (ýc) +F (x) IZ'V (xý F (x)] 

in agreement with (3-17). 

3.4 Boundary Condition and the relation between the 
. j- 

K and R matrices. 

The boundary condition on the K matrix is obtained 

from'the boundary conditions on the wave function 
+ZK(X, 

S) (equations 2.1a, 2.1b). Writing the 

general solution of the Schro"dinger equation in 

the form 

ý3Z' (Dc, 

9) = 
ým (9 )s1 -n (-s 1<-rL1 ) A', (3) c os (k 

YL"X-) TL 

equation (2.1b) gives 

Zi-rrL (K (-x)) -n-I - 
S-ar- tcun ( ki: x) (3.18) 

x CO 

The relation between the K and R matrices may be 
11 0%. ý 

obtained by comparing the boundary conditions (2.1a) 

and (1-5a). To see this it is first necessary to 

formulate (2.1a) and (1-5a) in matrix form. Defining 

14 
the row vectors 

TK) 
L- 

ýi GX10 

and and the diagonal matrices 



fj 

jj Sij e- xpix. ) C)j c- os(k 

and Jij",; I-n (ki-y) equations (2.1a) and 

(1.5a) become 

K 
CP 

3.19a 

3.19b) 
DC -> co . %. - 

Since both and ýK are solutions of the same 

Schro"dirger equation, (1.4), they can differ at most 

by an arbitrary constant matrix A say, such that 
I %. ' 

Using the fact that, 

eC 4- zS 
e- C- is 011- 

1%. - 

yields the results 

.AIK 

(3-40) 

and commute. since 

yS 4 This concludes the anal -Ls required for the solution 

of the collision problem. Modifications necessary for 

the computation of the K matrix and the computational 

details are discusFed in the following chapter. 
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_CHAPTER 

0 

COMPUTATION OE THE K MATRIX 

In. closed channels the wave numbers k, become 

imaginary-. The matrix E (Xj) 

FsI Lj[ ,(Ik,. Ll : c3) 

thus becomes 

(closed chanriels), ' 

introducing imaginary quantities in the 

alc c culation, through the matric6s'ýC and D defined 

by'(3-14). This is inconvenient for numerical 

calculatic. --., s and may be simply elimiriat. ed by 

modifying the F and G matrices in the closed 
1ý 1 1-11 

channels. 

Modification of'the'free'ýdrtlcle 

wavefunctions'in closed chani-iels. 

The matrices F and G may be modified to F and G 
., Sý -%. / I- -%, 

where 

O. "o 
TI-I F (xi) ) TL I 

= &I xp(Iý, ýxj ) 

and 

5-ra ex xj 

open channels 

closed channels 

open chanr. -Ic., ls 

closed channels 

The new matrices F and G are thus purely real, 

Defining the matrix 

eyp 
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the relation between the K and R matrices, usirg 

r- 'F and G, may be found by F and G in L place of 
~ %/ 

considering the asymytotic forms of the wave 

functions ýK 
and as in Section 3.4 

Partitioning the matrices into open and closed 

incident and scattering channels we have, 

= : 

Using the relations 

s 

(e* 
4- 

we may write (4,1) as 
1 

1-ýOo 

0 

,+( l< C., C, + 

ýr- Aý 

giving 

I TD- 
T 

V. 

x --'l 00 

I e- CIC 

eI I<oc 

e(-Ikly-) , K-11cc 

e0kix) 

e+ Kc>o + IT-) (i I- 

I- koo) 

l< co t< c r- 

Roo ROC 

0 c IRIý, 

) 

ibI- 
Koo)- lq4c 

I<c c+kc. k/o c. 
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cs Cý 

Since 

obtain 

Eoc- 

(ý 

comparing (4-3) and (4.2) we 

Roo (Koo 

1ý, at Is 
ROO 

C, C, 
(4.4) 

This equation is similar to (3.20) except that 

now only the open-open channels of the K matrix 

are required. Roo is all that is required for 

calculation of the transition probabilities for 

energetically possible scattering. A procedure 

similar to this has also been given by 

Secrest (197-1). 

In a similar way it is easy to show that the 

boundary condition on L-jhe K matrix (3.18) becomes, 

(K (ýC )) 
TL T- open channels TrIL 

t o-T-L k 3: -, 

= 
Jqj- CA p (2 1 IR, I X) closed channels 

with the modification of the F and G matrices. 

-I 
Also, it should be noted that the matrix 

occuring in the definition of the B, C, D and E 
llý ^ý ^-' Al%ý' 

matrices, equation (3.14), arose fron, the Wronskian 

(F'/& 
- G"F-) 
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1, 

in the calculayion of the Greuri f-unct-io- -n (2o2) 

Due to the modification of F and G, in (3.14) 

should be replaced. by 
fl-I 

where, 

(IL 
-1 

-, 
). 

rLm 

giving 

E 

ý 
MTL 

(I /k 

-rL 
) 

= 6-, -, (1 /a I k, l) 

G V(X 
L) (: )c 

c 

V (XL) F 

2--m F (x, 
-) 

A V (ýQ G (XL) 

-2 TrL F (- - L-) & V L) F (x, ) 
(4-5) 

(4,2) Normalisation of F and G in closed channels 

As -x becomes large the closed chanrel elements 

of the F matrix diverge exponentially. 

Computationally this is disadvantageous since 

firstly, it may cause rounding errors anal 
f%a 

secondly elements of the F matrix may exceed 

the machine being used. A the capacity ofL 

simple normalisation procedure may be applied 

to both the F and G matrices in closed channels. 

At the first quadrature point x, 
eý- dl%- 

the F and G 

open channels 

clcsed channels 

matrices will be given by 
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DC, 
) 

open channels TL 3: 

P cloSed channels 
( 

(x 
I) 

)TL 

I- 
STLT- 

C-Os (k" XI) open chann. els 

7" 
6 

TLT- C ý', p (- I k, I JC I) closed channels. 

Def ining the matrices 

Sz-rL- open -I. s channe 

J-rL 
-1 closed channels 

JTýl 
Cos open channels 

= 
ýTLI 

closed channels 

open channels 

.= exp ( Ik, Ix, ) closed channels 

TL 7- open channels 

- !ýC xp % C)nm (- I kn I -x- 
) closed channels 

equation (4.5) may be written. 

13 = ý2- G- "(x A: - 1 V (xý) G* (x. ) 
in ex-- G (x. ) 8 V (X, ) F *-(x. ) «-' = oc -C* oc, ý- - 1-1 
-tYL CK-, + F* (x-, ) A- 1 v (Dc, ) G* (-x -) (>-, - = ty- �- l* cc- 

E =2 -rn N-1- F* (_X » A- 1 V (Dc» F* (x ý) cw-' "- =N "' E 

at the first quadrature point. Substituting (4.6) 
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into the equation for the maLrix we obtain 

oc+ D*oC + \V c<+ D*oc 

-i- -*--Iw+ Ec/c+ C c>- 
+*+ 

+ (A) 
cEcWc Et 

I- '- .- 

(4., 7) 

where K., is the initial 
r-ý 

i-aput value of the K 
el_ý 

ma tr i x., cLt t ýL e -p c) ytt c, 

5nmtan 

=z 6-m-, exp (, -ýA-rLIxo) 

Rearranging (4,, 7) and noting that 

(+ 

and that o, ý- 
ol- 

_-t + 

open channels 

closed channels 

cy/- ce- 

and commute, yields 

oc I< 0 oe- 

W-b* WE cjl oc - 
ý %ý ^- I%- ,-I, - 

+- 

(4.,, 8) 

Thus the matrices B C* D* and E* which. do not 

contain exponential terms in closed channels, may 

be used in place of B, C, D and E providing that 

is replaced by 
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IN I 

ý, 
' 

tcLT, (PX. ) 

C5 Tt 7- 

open channels 

closed channels 

The matrix then calculated is cC K, c>, -, 
- and not 

Since in open channels, pre- and 

post-multiplying by cv-- will only effect the 
11ý 

closed channel elements of K, Since we only 

require the open-open elements) of the K matrix 

to calculate transition probabilities it will not 

be necessary to renormalise Z, at the end of the 

calculation. 

In an analgous way the closed channel elements 

of the F*and G"matrices may be normalised to JTT 

during each cycle of K matrix iteration by 

employing the matrices 

(ýj -I- ) 
_ml: 

ý 
-TLT. open channels 

I 
:= 

S-13: eXP (+ I k,, ) A X) closed channels 

where ADc is the step length. These matrices have 

the same multiplication, commuta-ýion and inversion 

properties as the o. ýt matrices. 

This procedure not only eliminates the undesirable 
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0 

exponential terms from the calculatiori, it aj-, so -I 

reduces the amount of computation required 

during each c-. \Tcl-e. 

4.3 A Converg r ,e ce Procedure for the K Matrix 
The ppen-open channel elements of the K 

1ý 
matrix are 

slowly converging functions of x A procedure 

for speeding the convergence of the K matrix may 
elýl 

be ob'u-ained from the K matrix differential 
1%11 

equation (3.17). Integrating from Dc to cýo gives 

Co (4-9) 
K (oo) -W= 2-rrL k7'V GK dx 

If -y- is sufficiently large, then K(x! ) may be 
11%, 

approximated by and the integral may be 
1%.., 

evaluated. Only the open-open channel elements 

of the matrices occuring in (4.9) were included 

since it is to be expected that for large enough 

_x 
the closed channels will make negligible 

contribution to the open-open channels of 1<(oo) 

The matrix 1<(oo) calculated in this manner 

converged significantly sooner than In 

practice it was found convenient to check for 

convergence about every 4-5 steps. 

4.4 The Irteraction Potential and Matrix Elements 

As mentioned in Chapter 1 we assume that the atom A 

is reflected by the repulsive core of the interaction 

potential, VAe, (-z). The most usual form adopted for 
VAB (-Z) is (Rapp and Kassal, 1969) 



5 VAB V. exp 

y( 1- 1 
where 

The parameter L, determining the 'steepness' of 

the interaction, may be obtained approximately 

by fitting (4.10) to the best available 

intermolecular potential determined from 

experimental data. The most usual value used, 

and that value choýen f or all calculations 

described here, is 0.02nm. 

Since the Schro"dinger equation (1-4) is invariant 

under the transformation, 

Vo -ý> Vc, e xp 
(oe- 3) 

where 45 is a constant, the transition probabilities 

are independant of V,, 
. However, the value chosen 

will determine the position of the first quadrature 

point -x, and -x, must lie far enough into 

the classicCally inaccessible region to approximate 

the boundary condition (2.1b). 

The Matrix elements 

VrX 
-1 

VA 
8 f 

00 
=e oc --s--) U,, 

_, 
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may be. cvaluatpd analyt-ical Iy for hoth Mcrs e 

and harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions 
I 

For the har-moni. c oscillatorythe eigenfunctions 

and Matrix elements, in the reduced units used 

here, are given by, 

OT12ý i Hj (ý) exp 

.1ýIi"( 

ý9-2 
4-2- 

) `L -' 

respectively. 

Similarly, for the Morse oscillator (Rosen, 1933) 

= P\j \T (s) 

where ex P 

2j and A2'= (1, ) AJ21e jF (4--D, 
ý 

F9---be (4-1 
Uij (4--Der eL (4-Te 

-I -2i)(4-De-. 1-2j) j! P(4--De-j) 

x+ 0( 41)e -I- Oc 
JZ5e 

- 7, +L 

(I -Q! r( I+ 0142--le + ý-j L) P( 4-be -2i + L) 
0 

x Here H, (q) is the Hermite polynomial, 
XrL 

is the Associated Laguerre polynomial, 
\A/K, 

/, 

is the Whittaker function and F(x) is the 

Gamma function. (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965). 



4.5 Uompl, ). tational. Details 

The programs used to evaluate the transition 

probabilities were checked by reproducing 

selected results of both SecreSt and Johnson 

(1966), for the harmonic binding potential, 

and Hunding (1970), for the harmonic and 

Morse binding potentials,, For the majority of 

the Secrest and Jcn'nson results, agree-m-ent 

-0 was found to three significant figures. 

However, discrepancies of the order of a few 

per cent were noted for particularly large CD 

values of -E, where 11 or 12 channels were 

required for convergence. Hunding did not 

explicitly specify the collision parameters 
(-n*L,, 

o6, je) employed, and agreement could 

only be obtained to within 10%. The programs 

used to evaluate the Morse and harmonic 

oscillator matrix elei-nents were checked 

independently, by reproducing a table of 

matrix elements presented by Mies (1964a). 

The transition probabilities calculated are 

believed to be accurate to about 1%-. A sufficient 

condition for the step length, Zý x, to give this 

degree of accuracy is oý- Zý-, c = 0.0 16 . At certain 

energies2 with ni= 3.131 , over 1500 points were 

required in the quadrature before the K matrix 

converged. However, less than 600 points were 

necessary for other values of Tn reported. It 
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was never neces-sary to iric'. Ludc ýmore than two 

closed channels, to obtain satisfactory conve, _rgence 
of the transition probabilities, and one was 

usually suffici6nt. 

The initial quadrature point x, was chosen to be 

10-8 and the value of Vo was adjusted by trial 

and error until X, represented a point far 

enough into the classically inaccessible region 
This condition was frequently chec. ked, particularly 
for smaller values of ni. 

For each calculation an initial guess was made of 

the number of channels required. The calculation 

was then repeated including one additional channel, 

If the transition probabilities for the two 

calculations agreed to 3 significant figures, the 

results were accepted. If agreement was not found 

more channels were included until convergence 

was reached. It was never necessary to include 

more than 13 channels in any calculation. 

The convergence of the K matrix as a function of x 

was monitored by the program. Convergence was 

accepted if all open-open channel elements greater 

then 10-9 had converged to better than one part 

in 105. 

The calculations were all performed using single 

precision arithmetic. Detailed balance was obeyed 

and probability was conserved. 



The ý 1, i 'ý r, m ýJ, +- ý, -ý ,, rcgrýýms -ý%, ere- run the, l' ic/, t i-l-C 
at Stirling University. Typical run times were 

I 

of the order of 45 seco-nds for a3 state solution 

uP to 30 minutes, for a 13 state solution. 

4.6 Other close colpling_methods 

In this section we give a brief summary of some 

of' the more important close coupling methods that 

have been applied to similar atom-diatom--'t. c molecule 

collisions. 

a) Secrest and Johnson's R Matrix Method 

Secrest and Johnson (1966) used. an R matrix approach 
. A., 

to solve the collinear atom-harmonic oscillator 

problem,, This method is based on the complex 

boundary conditions (1-5a) and (1-5b), using free 

-4- particle wave functions of the form exp (-iýx) 

It has been shown by the Escalator Inversion 

procedure, described in Chapter 3, that their method 

involves an extra, unedessary, matrix inversion at 

each step of the quadrature. 

Based on the Secrest and Johnson report (1966) an 

R matrix program was written. This was found to be 

4-5 times slower than the K matrix method presented 
0*%., 

in this thesis. Since no normalisation of the closed 

,,. hannel free particle wave functions was specified, 

difficulties were encountered, due to machine 

overflow, when a large number of points were 

required in the quadrature. 



Secrest and Johnson have also applied their 

method to the calculation of Inelastic Cross 

Sections for the Rutation. excitation of 
upon collision with He 

, in the rigid rotor 

approximation (Johnson and Secrest (1968)). 

b) HomoF , eneous Integral Method 

The"Homogeneous Integral it method Y)as been developed 

by Sams and Kouri (1969). This method involves 

transforming the integral equation (2.4) into 

a Volterra equation of the second kind. One 

is then able to compute the amplitude density 

functions, and thus construct'the K matrix, 

without involving any matrix inversions 

throughout the quadrature. 

Based on the Reports by Sams and Kouri (1969) a 

"Homogeneous Integral" program was written, 

using the real matrix, rather than, the 

mai,. L -x approach. Tests have sho,, -,, n -",. hat the 

"Homogeneous Integrafmethod is approximately 

twice as fast as the K matrix method presented 
ON-1 

in this thesis. This direct applica tion of the 

Sams and Kouri method was found to be impracticable, 

even when only open-open channels were retained, 

due to rounding errors. Kouri (private 

communication) however; has pointed out that the 
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it Homogeneous Integral 11 method has been used 

successfully in several atom-rigid rotor 

calculations (Sams and Kouri, 1970; Hayes and 

Kouri, 1971a; 1971b). T'he method has been 

applied, in a modified for--. q, to the atom- 

vibrating, rotating diatomic molecule collision 

problem,, by Eastes and Secrest (1972). 

Gordon's Method 

A close coupling method based on the piecewize 

approximation of the potential energy has been 

developed by Gordon (1969,197-1). In some 

interval (x,, x+ Ax, ) the potential energy is 

approximated by a polynomi-al)and the wave- 

functions for these polynomial approximations are 

constructed analytically. By suitablp matching 

of these wave functions at the boundaries 

between the intervals, the wave function for the 

entire range is constructed, subject to boundary 

conditions at the ends of the range. 

Although no tests have been made using this method, 

computation times are probable comparable with 

the "Homogeneous Integral" method of Sams and Kouri. 

The Gordon method, however2 has a distinct advantage 

in that much of the computational effort is 

indep6ndent of the total energy of the Sy9tem. This 

information may be stored, and used for calculations 

on the same system at different energies, resulting 
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in a time saving of about- an order oi magrdLude 

per calculation. 

This method has been used in calculations by 

Hunding (1970). 

Many other close coupling methods have been 

developed and applied to moleculc-, r problems in 

ror exampl, -, C1.11an, Light and Ijin uhe last few years, -L 
(1968), Riley and Kuppermann (1968), Cheung and 

Wilson (1969), Gutschick, McKoy an-J (19710) 

These methods, however, have not been studied in any 

detail. 
I 
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CH PTER 

RESULTS AND DISUCSSION 

Transition probabilities, 'Pl-, 
F: ýf or the 

transition from state I to state F, are presented 

in Tables 1-5 as a function of the total energy 

E (in units of -21-Tiwe) . The exact equi, val-ent 

harmonic os. cillator -transition pro. babilities 

are shown. directly below the Morse results. 

In most cases very small transition 

probabilities, less than 10- 11 
, have not been. 

included. 

The five systems considered cover a wide range, 

from relatively light to heavy incident atoms 

and from shallow to deep molecular potential 
IN 

well depths. The parameters (-m., oec, -De. ) given 

by (0.006268,0.1278,75-525), (13,0.314,9-3), 

(12.0-114,40.81), (0.667,0.314,9-3) and 

(3-737,0-5584,14.652) approx-Lmately represent 

the collisions : Bt-2 + Hz +H N2 + (N2, ) , H2 + He 

and H Br + He (with Tr representing atom C 

in Figure 1. ) respectively. The parentheses 

around H-)_ and N-z indicate structureless 

incident particles of ma, ý: -: js equivalent to a 

hydrogen and nitrogen molecule respectively. 

The exact equivalent harmonic oscillator 

transition probabilities and several approximate 
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calculations are compared with the exact C)-->l 

Morse transition probabilities in Figures 3-ý. 

In Figi. ýre the-ratios of exact calculations of 
I -po 

--ý. I for a Mcrse oscillato, to -PD, l for a 
harmonic oscillator are shown as a function of 

le for several valu(-s of ITL . In Figures 8 

and 9 @L comparisc), i between the Morse and 

harmonic potentials and their energy levels is 

shown for Morse well depths -De = 9-S and 4.0 - 81 

respectively. 

A Con, ilDarison of the Exact Transition 

Probabilities for the Morse and Harmonic 

Oscillators 

A compBl-rison between the exact and Morse and 

harmon. ic oscillator transition probabilities, in 

the region before the first maximum, shows that 

the Morse results are gererally smaller than those 

of the equivalent harmonic oscillator, for 

transitions within the first few vibrational 

levels. However, for transitions among the 

higher vibrational levels and those involving 

large changes in the quantum number, the Morse 

results are larger than those of the harmonic 

oscillator-. This may be accounted for by the 

significantly smaller energy separations between 

the higher vibrational states of the Morse 

oscill. a-,, -)or (%c-ee Figures 8 and 
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CAPTIONS TO FIGURES 

FIGURES 

The ratios of appro)ýimate and exact, harmonic 

to exact Morse transitdon probabilities are 

8hown, for the 0->l transition, as a function 

of the total ener(-, of the system E (ir units 
, )y 

I 

of T-ttwc ). 

(B )- First Order Distorted 

Wave Approximation for the Morse 5- 

oscillator. 

(C) - First Order Distorted 

Wave Approximation (5.1) for the harmonic 

oscillator. 
(D) - Revised First Order 

Distorted Wave Approximation (5.2) for the 

Morse oscillator. 
(E) - Revised First Order 

Distorted Wave Approximation (5.2 ) for the 

harmonic oscillator. 

---- (A) - The exact quantum 

mechanical result for the harmonic oscillator. 

...... .... 
(F) - The semi-cla. ssical 

approximatio-n of Morse and La Brecque (1971). 

FIGURE 3 m= 0,667ý oe= 0.3143 Te = 9.3, 

approximating an H2+ He collision. 

I 'be= 9.3, FIGURE 4 3) cc= 0.3141 

approximating -Pn H: z+ H collision. 

FIGURE 5 3.737,0.5584,1 e 14-652, 

approximating an HBr+ He collision (H=-=B). 
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FTOTjT)Tý 

Lj iL10O. -Li- c 

approximating an Nz + (Nzý collision. 
I 

FIGU-RE_? 

The ratio of 1ý0,1 (exact Morse) to 'PO, 
-, 

(exact 

harmonic) as a function of the reduced well depth 

-De for several values of Tn. The total energy E 

is 4 and oe- = 0,, 2. 

FIGURES 8 
_ 

ýý 9 

A,. comp, --: trison between the Morse and- harmonic 

potentials and their energy levels is shown 

for the molecules H2. le = 9.3, Fig. 8) and 

N: L ( I)e'= 40,, 81, Fig. 9). M and H indicate the 

Morse and harmonic energy levels respectively. 
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(c) 

U'-- 

hxcept for small values ol the discrepancy 

between the two oscillators is less for smaller 

values ofTa This is shown j -L. L -- Figure 7 for the 

01 transitior and may also be seen from 

Table 4 for m=0.006268. For larger values of 
le the agreemert between the two oscillators 

is closer, although for large values of m 

the difference may still be significant. In 

the region -be > 400 for oý- = 0,, 2 the discrepancy 

between the 0 --*1 transition probabilities for the 

two oscillc-ptors may be of the order of 50%, for 

large Tm although the U., Ult or U0, 

Morse and harmonic matrix elements agree to 

within 1%. Thus slight anharmonicities can. 

cause comparatively large changes in the 

transition probability. 

The curves shown in Figure 7 are relatively 

insensitive to the value of the total energy E, 

in the region before the first maximum of the 

transition probability. However, the disagreement 

between the two oscillators becomes more 

pronounced for smaller values of oý. 

The number of bound states of the Morse oscillator 

is approximately 2De. Since most diatomic 

molecules have fewer than 100 bound states, 

anharmonicity will nearly always be important. 
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Th. e first or-der distorted wave approximiation, was 

initially applied to this problem by Jackson and 

Mott, (10, -112). For the interaction potential (ý.,, 10), 

their result becomes, 

l' 

FODWA u0. ý Tr 

S hi. c os (-ri cý 

where 

As show-n. in Figures 3-6 (curves B(Morse) and C 
'FO: DWA 

(Harmonic)), -PO--,. j may be several orders of 

magnitude too large. It Is however, a valid 

approximation for very small values cf ma 

For Tri= 0,, C)06268, in the range E=4.0 to 20. C), 

FOIWA 
was accurate to within. 27% for both the 0 -4.1. 

Morse and harmonic oscillators. 

It was noted by Secrest and Johnson (1966) that 
FO-IWA EXACT 

Lhe rat- -io PO for the harmonic 

oscillator, was approximately constant over a 

large range of energies E. This ratio is also 

seen to be nearly constant for the Morse 

oscillator, in the region before the first 

maximum in the transition probability. 

The FODWA transition probabilit-Jes for the Morse 

' FODW A 

oscillator ýP0 --> I 
(Morse) are generally larger 
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---. 
FO*. DýwA 

than I (Yarnionic) although the exact 

Morse transitiop probabilities are usually lel--)s 
01 

than those of the equivalent ýarmonlc oscillator. 

The Revised Fir-t Order, DicAorted Wave 

Approximation (RFODWA) 

Equation (1'5.1) was derived'. assuming that the ratio 

of 'Uhe diagonal mat2ýix elements UCIO lull) 

For the interaction potential. given by (4,10) this 

is not strict-Ily correct. With (ae, 1). ) given by 

(0.1278,75,, 525) and'. (0,, 5584,14-652), V is 

0.976 and 0.737 respectively ýor the Morse 

oscillator and 0,992 and 0.865 respectively for 

the harmonic oscillator. Tak-ing into account 

the true value of Mies (1964a) has shown 

that the correct distorted wave result (RFODWA) 

(ciz%ves D(Morse) an. d E(harmonic)), is 

RFODWA oDWA -po 

-* I-A 
PoF -+ i 

where, 

(5-24) 

A(E' X) : ý_ -2> Uli ,. 
) 

,, -2-1 2 

and F. (cL, b,, c,. x) is a hypergeometric function. 

(Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965). 

In all cases considered the RFODWA gives more 

accurate results than the FODWA. The correction 



6 

factor A(E, X) reduces the larE,,, ýe discrepancy 

between the FODWA and the exact results for 

intermediate values of Tn . In the region before 

the fJrst maximum of the transition probability, for 

rn 
RPODWA 

3 and -m= 0.5, Po->, is a good 

approximation for both the Morse and harmonic' 

oscillators, although slightly better for the 

former. For m=0,, 006268 in the energy range 
4.0 to 20.0, Rr-o-DwA -Por 

-+ I was accurate to 

within Wlo for both oscillators. The RFODVIA) 

however, breaks down for large values of Tn- 
This may be seen from Figure 5 where the 

discrepancy 1getween the exact results and 
RFOIWA ? 
0-->l may be several orders of magnitude 

in the low energy region. 

The agreement between the exact results and both 

the FODWA and the RFODWA is relatively insensitive 

to the initial state of the oscillator. 

5.4 First Order Perturbation TheDry_Approximatioris 

Mies (1964b) obtained a correction factor, similar 

to A(E,, \) 
, for the time dependent first order 

perturbation theory approximation (FOPA and RFOPA). 

In his calculation Mies (1964b) used a symmetrized 

form for the translational energy of atom A 

(Figure 1) i. e. an arithmetic average of the 

inci dent and scattered kinetic energy of A. In 

this work more accurate results were obtained 
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11 

using a symmetrized form for the velocity i. e. 

(v. VI) 
The results thus obtained differed from the 

corresponding FODWA and RFODWA by not more lrýhan a 

few per cent for all collisions considered in 

Tables 1-5. 

5.5 Semi-Classic-1 Impulse Approximation 

Morse and Ilia Brecque (1971) have extended -U--'L-ie 

semi-c assical impulse or ITFITS approximation of 

Heidrich et al (1971), tc the Morse binding 

potential. The Morse and, La Brecque (ML) (curve 

F) approximate 0---*l transition probabiLit- " Jes are 

compaiýed with the exact Morse results for the case 

0.667,0.314, -De = 9.3 in Figure 3. The C-) 
ML approximation does not appear to predict the 

discrepancy between the Morse and harmonic oscillators 

and the ML results for other low order transitions 

e. g. 0-. >2,1 --- >2 have a similar behaviour. It was 

found,. impossible, however, to reproduce the results 

of Morse and La. Brecque and a note on their paper 

is given in Appendix C. 

5.6 Conclusions 

In the incident energy region before the firlst 

maximum of the transition probability the Morse 

results are generally smaller than those of the 

equivalent harmonic oscillator, for transitions 

withiri the first few vibrational levels. However, 



fr 
-P0/- 

L -L vr !-ý- -1 - he- ccc rl C, I- y for t-r-n-litions L-) . L- ý I- t 

-between the initial and fi)ial states is 
I 

significantly- less for the Morse oscillator, 

the Mor. --, e transition probabilities exceed those 

of the harmonic oscillator. The discrepancy 
I 

between the transition probabilities is strongly 

dependent on the values of Ta, and >-/ , increasing 

as Tn. becomes large and decreasirig as c< becomes 

large. Large values Of -De 
, cor-responding to 

deep Morse well depths, do not necessarily 

imply agreement between the transition 

probabilities of the two oscill-ators. Slight 

anharmonicities can cause relati-vely large 

changes in the transition probability. 

None of the approximate theories, for the 

excitation of a Morse oscillator gives consistently 

accurate transition probabilities for all values 

of Tn' C"-" le and E considered. However, the 

RFODWA of Mies (1964a) and consequently the RFOPA 

(Mies 1964b), using a symmetrised velocity, are 

valid approximations for small and intermediate 

values of in , in the region before the first 

maximum in the transition probability. 

The extension; to the Morse oscillator, of the 

Heidrich et al. (1971) semi-classical impulce I 

approximation, by Morse and La Brecque (1971) 

appears to over estimate the transition 

probabilities, although, for reasons discussed 
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previously, only the case m=0.667, -Y- '= 0- 314, 

e 9.3 has been considered. 
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CHAPTER 

CORRESPONDENCE PRINCIPLE MFTIICiý 

6.1 Introduction 

In this and subscquent chapters, we concentrate 

on one particular semi- classical theory which may 

be applied to the collinear atom-diatom problem, 

that is the Correspondence Principle for Strongly 

Coupled States. 

This theory was derived by Percival and. Richards 

(1970a) and has been used by them to obtain cross 

sections for the excitation of highly excited 

hydrogenic atoms by electrons and protons (Percival 

and Richards, 1970b; 1971). 

The validity of this theory, when applied to 

the collinear atoin-diatom collision, has been 

investigated by Clark and Dickinson (1971) and 

Clark (1971). The results of this investigation 

may be summarised as follows: - 

When applied to the p*roblem of a one 

dimensional harmonic oscillator forced by a time 

dependent potential of the f orm c-ý FW , whe re cý 

is the classical position coordinate of the 

oscillator, the agreement between the exact 

quantum mechanical solution (Kerner, 1958; Treanor, 

1965), and the correspondence principle solution 
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is exce er, -i-. y I- -,, s -, +- -ý, --f even f0r 
-L. L \- 

ground state of the oscillator. 
I 

The correspondcnce principle soluýion, however, 

does break do-wn for very strong per'--urbations 

of the oscillator. The validity of' the 

correspondence principle increases as the 

quantity lsl/TL decreases where n is the 
41 

initia quantum. number of the, osc-illatcr, and 

S is the change in quantum number diAe to the 

perturbation. 

numerical solution of the time dependent 

quantum mechanical coupled di-I"ferential equations 

for the problem showed that for a 0---*l transition, 

the correspondence principle solution had the 

same range of validity as an 8-state solution. For 

the 5--> 6 transition, however, the correspondence 

principle solution was more accurate than a 

16-state solution. 

For a one dimensional harmonic oscillator 

perturbed by a time dependent potential of the 

form q1Z FW, it was shown, by analytic 

argument*, that there should be close agreement 

between the exact quantum mechanical solution 

(Popov andTlerelembv, 1969) and the correspondence 

principle solution. The agreement C, I however, 

implicitly depends on the validity of first 

order time dependent perturbation theory. This 
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problem is discussed with reference to a 

specific fý)rcing function in Chapter 7 of this 

thesis. 

(C) With the interact-LOI-i poteritial (4.10) amd 

a harmonic molecular binding potential, it was 

demonstrated that on using the impUlse 

approximation (Mahan, 1970; Heidrich et al, 1971) 

to derive the time d-ependent potqntial acting on 

the oscillator, the correspondence principle 

results were in excellent agreement with the 

exact'quantum mechanical results of Secrest and 

Johnson (1966). In the Impulse approximation 

the collinear atom-diatom problem reduces to 

that of an coscillator forced by a potential of the 

form $ F(t) - 

(d) The coi-respondence principle appeared to 

break down when applied to the atom-diatom collision 

in which the Morse binding potential was employed. 

However, due to the limited number of exaUt 

quantum mechanical results (Hunding, 1970) 

available at that time, no definite conclusions 

could be drawn. Several approximate procedures 

for reducing the atom-diatom problem to that of 

an oscillator perturbed by a time dependent 

potential were investigated. In all cases the 

correspondence principle results were in error by 

up to an order of magnitude. 



') 

-I 

With the development of a comprehensive set of 

transition probabilities for the atom-Morse 

osciliator collision, described in the earlier 

chapters of this thesis-, a detailed investigation 

of -the correspondence principle solutions is 

possible. A discussion of this investigation 

however, will be postponed until Chapter 

Ihe behaviour of the correspondence P-Linciple 

solutions closely resembles that of the 

FODWA, (5.2) and consequently the FOPA (5-4)) 

particularly at low collision energies. 

I In the one-dimensional form of the correspondence 

principle the interaction potential is assumed 

to be V(ý, I), where cý and t are the position 

co-ordinate of the bound Im rticle and time 

respectively. 

An implicit assumption made in deriving the 

correspondence principle is that the matrix 

elements <-rL +SI\, / ( 9" QI TL> are 

independent of the quantum number ii. and depend 

only on S, the difference between the quantum 

numbers bf the final and initial states of the 

system. (Richards, 1972). This essentially 

implies that throughout the interaction the 

perturbation of the energy of the bound 

particle is independent of the state of the 
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"1 

system. However) using time dependent perturbation 

theory, Bates (. 19611) has pointed out, t1hat 

difficulties may be encountered in obta-l-ning a 

satisfactory approximation to the transition 

amplitude if the difference between the perturl. -, ed 

energies of the states of the bound system are 

not 'Laken into account. This is the procedure 

followed by Mies (1964a, 1964b) to obtain the 

RFOPA (section 5.4), and imP. 
- 

I icitly the RFODWA 

(section 5.3), approximations. 

As shown in Chapter 5, the RFODWA and RFOFA 

results are in much better agreement with the 

exact close coupling results than the FODWA. and 

FOPA results. 

In Section 6.2 we show how the perturbation of 

the energy levels may be included. approximately, 

in the correspondence principle. The resulting 

expression differs from that of Percival and 

Richards (1970a) in that it includes a term 

taking into account the perturbation of the 

bound particle orbit. This correction factor 

will be significant only when the diagonal 

matrix elements of the 

interaction potential depend on the quantum 

number TL - 

This modified version of the corresponderce 

principle may be applied to any problem for 
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-I -, * -, ý -- r- 4ý ý- -i -1 -P ý n- Yl -I- ý -c-r- -1 

--L ýj J- -i C-t II k-, ILI1 01 f oh -L %- ý- V k- -ýL 
and Richards (19'70a) result is applicable. 

I 

6.2 The Modified Corres ondence Principle 

We consider a one dimensional system with 

hamiltonian of the form 

H Ho -4- 
V (cý 

where 
H c, I 

H.., being the hamiltonian of' the unperturbed 

system, with energy eigenvalues 

The time dependent transition amplitudes 

-r-L -t) for this system satisfy (Bates, 1961) 

00 

following Bates (1961) we write 

jj+-)exp(ý 

The diagonal matrix elements 

may now be eliminated explicitly from the 

surmiation in (6.1) giving 
00 

I -K a- 9/ 
(ML 

0% 

C) t, 
S(k,,, 

, 
t) V (ae 

% k=o 
It V6 IM) 

xexpI (e- 
-ml, - c- h t)ý) t+ 

where 

CLt, 

(G. 1) 
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The term t) in (6.2) approximately takes 

into account the diff Cerence between the 

perturbation en7ergies of the states )-m) and. lk> 

Assuming that the interaction poten-Itial V(cýj) 
A- 

uends to zero sui-ficiently rapidly as oo 

the transition probability at +- =+ 00 is defined as 

t 

TrL 
(, Y; L, -rL) S (YrL, rL) 

where 
-, 

tin 
Sý(ITLJ 

t-> 00 

in order to obtain an approximate solution of 

the system of equations (6.2) we make the 

following approximations: 
4S 

where -L 
independent of Tn and is some mean value of the 

energy separation of the quantum states, This is 

a valid approximation for highly excited atomic 

syste. ms since the energy levels are nearly equally 

spaced. The relation is exact for a particle in 

a harmonic potential and thus should be a good 

approximation for the low e--*Lgenvalues of an 

anharmonic oscillator. 

SVW (6-4) 

where is independent of Tm and is some 

mean value of the difference between successive 

diagonal matrix elements. This relation is exact 

for the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator 

perturbed by a time dependent potential ýx 0) 

-1 9 '1 with 'ý/(+)=O for or 3. Its 
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validity for the collinear atom-molecule collision 

will be discussed in Section (8.2) Percival and 

Richards (1970a-) essentially assume that ýý (0 =0- 

(iii) The classical interaction potential Vc(ý, J),, 

that isýthe interaction potential considering cý 

as a classical coordinate, is a fuiýction of time 

implicitly through the position of the bound 

particle Cý , and explicitly through t. These 

times may be treated separately (Percival and 

Richards, 1970a)). Denoting the time dependence 

of the- bound particle by T' , 
VC ýq(, 

C, ) "iý 
is then periodic in T' and may be expanded as a 

Fourier series 
03 

Op (, t '), tý=1: \\/, (t) Cxp (I S C, ) Z' ) (6.5) 
S=-m 

where W is the classical frequency of the bound 

particle. 

For highly excited states we may use Heisenberg's 

correspondence principle (Heisenberg, 1925) and 

approximate the matrix elements 

by the Fourier components VS(t) 
. However, 

Naccache '(1972) has shown that by a suitable 

quantization of the classical action variable, 

Heisenberg's correspondence principle may be 

used quite accurately even for matrix elements 

involving low quantum numbers, for particular 

forms of the potential V(%J) 
. 
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C-- IrQn, rn nf r) 
IJ9ip 

T-)-rr)x_J. m-)tJ-ons the 

may be written as 
011 

V)-n 
-W k=O 

(6,6) 

0,7ý/ J') td 
Following a method similar to that used by 

Presnyakov and Urnov (1970), the generating 

function is defined by 

00 

e T) (6.7) 
j= 

Although the summation index extends to - C* 7 it 

is understood that n; o for j<0 

Multiplying both sides of (6,, 6) by exp 
(i (nn. -, )T) 

and summing over Tn yields 

Cy"N CO 

-ri ;t 
(Tn-T 

C) t 'M M- 00 ý=O 

4ft 

(k * (6.8) 
Y, VT, R 

Vrn -t, / (+, ý 
-)C, 

The index in the second summation may now be 
CO 

replaced by 
(m4- L) The lower limit of this 

summation then becomes Since it is 

understood that S'(j , rt/ t) 0f or <0 this limit 

may be extended to co 

Interchanging the order of the summations and 

using (6.7) yields 

at 

Co 

e 

00 

( L* co ) 

(6.9) 
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I AT 49r 
CTr 

cl nrC 

some mean classical frequency of the bound particle, 
(6.9. ) may be written as 

IV 

t 
fV co ct JL, t W, 10) 

00 
V. wI 

where the relation (6.5) has been used to replace 
tI 

he summation over 

(6.10) has ti-ie solution t 

exp vc 

From (6.7) we obtain 

t'j G, 
(-tP 

ZTr 

Thus from 

Týt 

--> ITL 

1 C, (-MA 1 

/%.. * 

1 

c-, i, ýi (-" U, -r vc 2--ff -ýI 

1- 

Co 

CLt Ca, + 

-tO2, 

j 

(6.12) 

hete rms 00 
V,, and do not contribute 

to the transition probability, be 'ng merely phase 

factors. The term 

CL+- 
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approximately takes into account the contribution 

to the transition probability due to the 

perturbation of the bound particle throughout 

the --'L-, -, teraction. When the diagonal matrix 

elements <'ft IV (Cý 
" -L) I -n. > are independent of TL 

or are zero, V(L) will be zero ancL the expression 

reduces to that given. by Pe, rcival and Richards 

(1970a) 
. In the quan-l-jum rnechanical. weak 

perturbation limit) V(J) will be small. Its 

effect on the transition probability, however, 

will not necessarily be negligible, since for 

-rL : ý- -ML the transition probability will also be 

small. This will be discussed with reference to 

a particular &kample in Section-(7-4). 

In the impulsive and weak perturbation limits 

the expression for the transition probability', 

(6,, 12),, reduces to a sudden and first order 

approximation in an analagous way to the 

Percival and Richards (1970a) result. The 

dependence of on WO is still retained in 

theSe approxijrL cLt io -n, 3. 

I 
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CHAPTER 

EXCITATION OF A-HARPIONIC OSCILLATOR 

To illustrate the effect of the correction term 

and to compare with other approximate theories, 

we apply the modified correspondence prirý-iple 

( o, -- 6.12) to the excitation of a harmonic 

oscillator by a time dependent potential of 

the form 9,12 F(O As mentioned in Chapter 

the relation between the exact quantum mechanical 

C4 respondence principle (Per ival and and the cor. 

Richards, 1970a) solutions for thiý- problem has 

been discussed by Clark and Dickinson (1971). 

In order to compare the results quantitatiý/ely, 

we choose the specific form FW = ("Vz )ýec ký (bt) 

where o. and b are constantý). This particular 

time dependence results from the Landau-Teller 

approximation (La. ndau and Teller, 1936) of the 

collinear atom-harmondc oscillator collision, 

with the interaction potential (4.10). In order 

to relate more closely to this problem, we may 

11 11 
cho os e cu -- oc E,, /2 and 

(42) (Ex/in)z 
, where 

Ex represents the initial translational energy 

of the incoming particle. qýFft) then 

corresponds to the third term in the expansion 

of the exponential interaction potential 



EX Cxp (cýCý) Sec 22 b-L 

(Rapp and Kassa-L, 1969). 

Although this problem has little pYýysical 

significance, this particular choice for the 

con,,,, tan-'. 
-. s o- 'and b w-ill allow comparisons to be 

made over a range of physically significant 

molecular paranieters . 

7.1 Ex act Quantum Mechanical Solution 

For a time dependent perturbing potential of the 

lorm cý F the probability that a harmonic 

oscillator, initially in state j, will make a 

transition to state k, is given by (Ftpov and 

Perelemov, 1969). 

e, X A CT I Sh IN 
2. 

-pj ne'! (I 
-T(I- TI >! 

P) 
I p(j+ 

N)/I 

(7.1) 

where 
T., (x) is the associated Legendre function 

'! 'I, 

(Abramowitz ard Stegun, 1965), and n< , 'n> are 

respectivelý the lesser and greater of j and 

Since the perturbing potential has been expressed 

in the same reduced units as used in section (1.1), 

the Schro"dinger equation for this problem may be 

written 
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C< 
12- E"2. (ý 

ýjý) -I 
T 

secký =1 
C) t 

The p-::: Lrameter /fo appearing in ( 7.1) may be 

interpreted (Fopov and Perlemov) 1969) ass the 

above-barrier reflection coefficient for a 

particle of unit energy, frorr. the potential 

barrier defined by 

F (X) 0/1 , sccý - -Y- n Z, -- 
2. ry-L 

This problem may be solved analytically for 

the above function F(x) (Goýdman and 

Krivchcnko, ý,, 1961), giving 

Tr 
COS2, 

ý2 

-T Sin 1ý ýVIý Cos 
E'. 

7.2 Correspondence Principle Solutions 

The correspondence principle of Percival and 

Richards (1970a) yields, for this problem, 

(Clark and Dickinson, 1971) 

CP 2. 

) Tj k 
TS/2 (il T 

(7,21) 

where Tyx (x) is the ordinary Bessel function 

(Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965), and : ýi is some 

mean quantum number of the oscillatoi-- throughout 

the j---, k transition. As suggested by 

Naccache (1972) we employ 



rl 

'I 

-Ti +S 

1A 

(P-7 

klo 

Also, p/ is a first order approximation to 

given by 

p CLX 
Co 

For the present form of F60 thi. s. becomes 

/r3'= 
TrL 

r-L 
o< 

L ýP. i 

which is a valid approximation. providing 

and 
2-tT, 

< 0. -n ct o('I 2 

Iz The diagonal matrj-x elements <nIc', JTL; ý in. the 

harmonic oscillator basis are (n+, ýi-) 
, in the 

reduced units employed here, and from (6.4) we 

obtain 

2.1. 

lý 
i Cw-, Ex Sec 

The expression for the Modified Correspondence 

Principle transition probability thus takes the 
I 

orm 10 

IxTr 
MODCP f 

OL- ex L 
IZIT 

'o 

013 tI 

+ 4- sec T-L 2: ýi sf0, 

00 
zjý. 

secý ola 
4T 
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`T'--JCh 
cn uss-ing c,, a.,, E, %,, cif varl-cable &I 

may be evaluated- analytically as 

-D 
MOT) CP 

ii --p- k 

where 

2. 

T1 (') 

I, 
= 

J 

2) 2i 

(7-4) 

and M(cLb, x) is the confluent hypergeometric 

function (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965). 

7.3 First Order Perturbation Theory ArlDrbxirrations 

The f irst order time dependerit perturbation theory 

approximation (FOPA) for this pý-oblem is given by 

FOPA -pj 
, j: t .2 (7-5) 

From Mies (1964b) the corresponding Revised first 

order perturbation theory approximation RFOPA is 

given by 

RFOPA CrLl. + (7.6) ? j' ---), jt2. 

As for the correspondence principle, only 

transitions involving a change in quantum number 

which is a multiple of 2 can occur. 

7--- and Comparison of Results 

Ct4 The effect of the corre _Un 
term in both the 

modified correspondence principle and in the 

RFOPAý is to replace the approximate reflection 

coefficient by These reflection 

C/, J- 
00 



ci r - C) 
ý) 

- 

coefficients were evaluated numerically for a 
-ff- large range of values of ITL and c< 

j, 
ý 

in all cases /0 // was a better approximation to /I 
than was //31 The quantities 

E r-, =z (p 
-p I) /P I 

Er = (p Ip I 

were calculated. These quanti-ties were relatively 

insensitive to the value of -m , except for very 

large 7n 'E ranged from 10-4 for 

small values of c<Jýx , to 0.2 for large values of 

cv, JEx while the corresponding values CD 

of Er-. 
1 were approximately an order of 

magnitude larger. 

It is interesting to examine the behaviour of /,: io 

in the limit of weak perturbations (small Ex 

or more correctly small o< J-L ). From the 

-1 Limiting form of the confluent hypergeometric 

function (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965) we 

obtain 

21 c< 
Jm E 

(Alternatively this relation may be obtained by 

expanding [I (cL, b, x) as a power series in -)c 
(Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965), taking the limit 

and then L-esumming) - 

In this limitthe correction term in the Modified 
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cl 

e fF, r) orr! en , -- e TP r --, ncn rl cý . L- -------- 

in the RFOPA. theory, is small compared with 

Its effect on the transition probabilities 

may still be cmisiderable for certain values of 

the parameter -tn. . 

Figures 10 ar-id 11 respectively show the 0->2 and 

il 4 2---; p4 transition probab ities as a function of E. 
_ 

I MO"DCP 
for -rrL=i and cx, = It is seen that -Pj-->K 

is an excellent approxdmation up to the maximum 

in the exact transition probability for bot-h 
Cp ExACr 

transitions, whereas Tj-., 
k overestimates T'j'-->K 

_ý 
even in the limit of weak perturbations. The 

RFOPA results, though accurate for very weak 

perturbations, diverge rapidly from the exact 

transition probabilities as the strength of' the 

perturbation increases; the FOPA results are 

inaccurate for all energies. 

As 114 or S become large the range of validity 
MO-DCP 

of 
ýPj->k 

will. decrease (see Equation 10, Clark 

and Dickinson, 1971). However the first few 

maxima of the transition probability, which 

formus, the Most significant partý occur at 

smaller values of as Tt< increases. 

ts Numerical resul show that _P 11 Cp and i -+ k 
p 

even jc-;,. k : pj 

predict these first few peaks in the transition 

probability more accurately as n,. becomes large.. 

This is illustrated in Figure 12 by a comparison 
CP ýPMOICP EXACT 

ofP, 0 12_ ýIo-, * 12 cL-n cL P, o -ý. II 



"1 

For all transitions 

- CP 
than Pj 

k 

Mocp 
k will be more accurate 

I 
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CAPTION'S TO FIGURES 10,11 and 12 

Fip ure. -_ 10, 

The 0-->2 (Figure 10) and 2-ý-4 (Figure 11) 

transition probabilities are shown, as a 

function of the energy- E, , for a harmonic 

oscillator perturbed by a potential q'F(t) . 
EXACT is the exact quantum mecýo- . i-nical result 

CF) is the Percival and. Richards 

correspondence princ. iple result (7.2); MODCIL-1 

is the modified correspondence principle 

result (7,, 4); FORA is the first order perturbation 

theory approximation (7.5), and RFOPA is the 

revised first order perturbation th, -:;, -, jry 

approximation 

Fiýgure 12 

The 10--ý>12 transition probability is shown as a 

function of the energy E,, 
-, 

for a harmonic 

oscillator perturbed by Cal potent-ial CC- F(11) 

CP is the Percival and Richards correspondence 

principle results (7.2); MODCP is the modified 

correspondence principle result (7.4); EXACT is 

the exact quantum mechanical result (7.2). 
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CHAPTER 8 

CORRESPONDENCE PRINC1.11-ILE SOLUTIONS FOR THE 

VIBRATIONAL EXCITATION OF A MORSE OSCILLATOR 

We now return to the problem of the collirear 

atom-d. iatomic molecule collision, where the 

molecule is assumed to be bound by a Morse 

potential. This problem was treaýed exactly 

using quantum mechanics in the earlier chapters, 

of this thesds. 

The modified correspondence principle is applied 

to this problem and the results are compared. 

with those frcm other approximate theories, 

including the correspondence principle of 

Percival and Richards (1970a). 

To apply correspondence principle methods, it 

is first necessary to represent the interaction 

between the incom-Lng atom and the d-iatomic 

molecule by a time-dependent perturbing 

potential. This requires the solution of a 

classical, equation of motion for the indident 

particle, and will be considered in Section (8, J). 

Providing the Morse well depth is large and the 

interaction is not too strong, assumptions 

and (3) of Section (6.2) will be valid. The 

justification for assumption (2) in the present 

--- I'--- -- ---" in Section (8.2) 
. 
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II 

Tf-ie Classical Equations of Motion 

In terms of the reduced units introduced in 
I 

Section (1.1) 
, the classical equations of motion 

for the system are 

In ct Vp, 
13 

C) x 

(o1) 

e LJ C) v P, 0 (8.2) 
TT :L 

where T is a reduced time T= c3et - 

With the interaction potential, 
VAB (X- ý) , given 

by (4.10), these equations are non-separable and 

we make the approximation that the incoming 

particle is scattered by the average potential CD 
(Mies 1964b) 

(xý = --Z' v', e Y, p (- ýý _X) 
«j1 ex p (0(ý) 1j>4<k1eY, f 9) ý k> ) 

U ON - 

or a transition. 

With this approximation, the equation for the )c 

motion (8.1) may be solved in the usual manner 

(Rapp and Kassal, 1969) giving 

Vac (Y) + -E-x- Se6ý exp (8.3) 
2 Jc'v- 

Tri 



where is the iniciai ura ntilaýiwial enec. gy'of Wit 
incoming particle, in units of 'ýtw, /2 In 

consictering a transition we use the 

velocity aver-aged energy (Rapp and Kassal, 1969). 

2j 
- 

where E is -ý, he total energy of the system, in 

units of -z coo 

The unperturbed classical motion for a particle 

Ij of energy bound in the Morse pot-ential 

Ve, 
r- 

(9 )- le i 
ex p 

(- 9-)-iý 2' 
IT2-5 e 

is given by 

\FHe 
4- 1 -rt + ýo (8-4) 

2'DL. 
) 

- ki (I - 
ýý 

9- beý 
) 

where 6. is an arbitrary phase factor and -C 

is a, reduced time, defined by T= ýJet 
- 

8.2 Matrix Elements and Fourier Components 

of eyp(ouj) 
___ 

The modified correspondence principle result (6,12), 

depends implicitly on the accuracy with which the 

matrix el ements <,,. -L +sV (%, i) I -m> may be 

replaced by the Fourier components Vs(f) 

The perturbing potential 
(ý, T) is given 

by (see 8.3) 



(Th L 

ec expk"ZL 2 Uov- ýrn -1 -1 

F(T) e x, p (D< (8-5) 

The Fourier compcnents 
Vc, (T) 

are thus 
TT 

Vs (T) 
=F (T) 1-exp (c>ýý 9 (Z) ý ex p( -- s -t), r-Lr . 2,1-f 

t-1 

where Lj (r) is giver, by (8-4) 
- 

This integral may be evaluated analytically 

giving (apart from arbitrary phase factors) 

r_- -- 

Vs (T) F(T) 
Ix 

4--De 
00 

X 
(ýý +5/2' 

+ 0ý42-De 

a2 r 2) ++ j 

where P(x) is the gamma function. (Abrclmowitz 

and Stegun, 1965). As in Chapter 7 we use the 

mean quantum number -Fi (7-3). Then 

"ý =a TL 

The quantum mechanical matrix elements 

-rt'+ sI (tj 
, -T) Iný= (T) <-rL +sIe Y- p 9) lný 

== F(T ) Ul., 
s yL 

in a Morse oscillator basis have been given in 

Section 

Calculations show that the agreement between the 

Fourier components and the corresponding matrix 
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elements is better than 1% for 10, ý<2, for 

most values of o< and The agreement 

appears to be better for sma ll-r values of G 

and x . For example, with S= 03 c< = 0.114, 

le = 40.81, -n "-' 8 tl--). e agreement is better than 

0.005%. Thus for most values of the parameters, 

may- be approximated by the dif f erence 

between successive Fourier components. 'in the 

results presented in the next section, however, 

the difference between the actual mat-rix elements 

is used. 

In the derivation of the modified correspondence 

principle (Section 6.2), it is assumed)(6-4)) 

that the difference between successive diagonal 

matrix elements 

-rt +11 -rLý == 

is independent of the quantum number TL 
. In 

Table 6 we have tabulated 

UU TIL -f II -n +IU -rL, TL 

as a function of -Ti , for all systems considered 

in the-next section. It may be seen that the 

assumption is valid providing oý is not too 

large or -De is not too small. 

In calculating the result-- presented in the next 

section we have used 

=(- Is 
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TABLE 6. 

0ý 

-: D e 

0.1278 

. 
5-52-5 

0.114 

81 

0.314 

9.. 3 

0.5584 

14-. 652 

u un-4-1/11+1 un, 
rL 

0 

1 

2.45(-2) 

2 -52(-2) 

2.64(-2) 

2.74 (-2) 

1-96(-1) 

-1) 2.45( 

4-. 1.9(-1) 

2 2-59(-2) 2.85(-2) 3-10(-l) 7.6i(-l) 

3 2.67(-2) 2-97(-2) 3.98(-l) 1.04 

4 2.7-5(-2) 3-09ý 2) 5.20(-1) 1.43 

2.83(-2) 3.21(-2) 6-93(-1) 1.98 

6 2.91(-2) 3-35(N-2) 9.47(-l) 2.78 

7 3-00(-2) 3.49(--2) 1-33 7_ -, 94 

8 3.09(-2) 3.64(-2) 1-93 OC) 5 60 

9 3.19(-2) 3.8o(-2) 2.92 8.71 

Valueýs of U= Un, 
-tjn+j - 

Uft, rL in a Morse oscillator basis for 

n=0+9, for several values of -/, and -3)e 
. Numbers in 

parenthesis indicate powers of 10. 

I 
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'4 

whe-n ccný,, ýderircl an -Ti on. ''_ - C-) 

8.3 Results and Discussion 

From (8-4) and (8-5) we ubtain 

T 
vc T/we + R') 

J-oa 

cT1 
2u 0-Y. 

(I P< 17ý W2-le) SiTt 
+ T 

where 
T 

QTIýL 
Go 0ý u ov 

( 

ýz 
Z Tý 

, ýZ3 

Here we have neglected arbitrr--ry- phase factors 

in y, since these may be 'factored out' of the 

integral over T' . 

Using (8.6), expression (6.12) was integrated 

numerically to an accuracy of about 1%. In 

Figures 13) 14 and 15 we have shown the ratio of 

the correspondence principle. transition 
MoýDcP 

probabilities 
-4, j --> k (mod if ied) , and -P cp. 

(unmodified, i. e. with ft) =0 in (8.6) to the 

exact quantum mechanical results 
E KA* C7 

given 

in Tables 1-5. The systems (7n, given 

by (13,0.314,9.3), (12- 0.114,40.81), (C. 667, 

0.314,9.3) and (3.737,0.5584,14.652) 
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P Pr C) ý, r y-c ri tc u' 1 is io ris 'ýI 
2. + t ri I-) '--. e 1I ýe pr Ic ý-d kýý u -L 

N, z + (N2. ) I Hz He and H Rr + He 

respectively. The 0 --- >1,2-. '-4 and 4-45 transitions 

are shown in Figures 13,14 and 15 respectively. 

In Figures 16 and 17 we present respectively 

the 0--*l and 2-ý-4 transition probabilities for 

the system( 
13 

; 0.314,9-3) and show a 

comparison between the exact results and the 

CP, MODCP, FODWA (Section 5.2. ) and, RFODWA 

(Section 5.3) approximations. 

1) From Figures 13,14 and 15 it may be seen that the 

correspondence principle results (CP) of Percival 

and Richards (1970a) may be several orders of 

magnitude too large. The discrepancy appears to 
i 

ce greatest at low energies. 

The modified correspondence pr--, L-nciple results 

(MODCP), however, converge to the exact transition 

probabilities at low energies except for very large 

I values of -m for example TrL = 3.737. This is 

probably due to an inadequate expression for the 

time dependent interaction potential (8.5) for 

large m- 

The accuracy of both the CP and MODCP results 

increases with decreasing values of -rrL or ol, ; 

for the collision lri. + 
H2. (not shown) 
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approximately , represented by (0.006268,0.1278, 

75-525), the MODCP and CP results are both accurate 

to within a few per cent of the exact results, in 

the energy region before the first maximum in the 

transition probability. 

The range of validity of the MODCP results increasesif 

with decreasing Is) /-m 
, where. -ft is the initial 

quantum number, for transitions amonj the first few 

vibrational levels at least, This may be seen by 

comparing the 0--ý>l and 4--->5 transitions,. Figures 

13 and 15 respectively., for the collisions 

0.314,9.3) and 0)314,9-3). 

Figure 16 shows that the MODCP results agree with 

the revised first order distorted wave results 

(RFODWA) of Mies (1964a), and consequently (see 

Section 5.4), with the revised first order 

perturbation theory results (RFOPA) of Mies (1964b), 

in the weak perturbation limit. This is to be 

expected, since, as discussed in Section (6.2) 

the modified correspondence principle (6.12) 

reduces - apart from the replacement of the 

matrix element by the corresponding Fourier 

component - to the RFOIFA expression in this 

limit. Both the CP and FODWA results are seen 

to be in poor agreement with the exact transition 

probability. 
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-1 -0 
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'I 

For transitions where S>j , all the first order 

theories, FODWA, RFODWA, RFOPA, are inappldcabl-e. 

The MODCP results, however, are still valid. This 

May be seen. in Figure 17 for the 2-44 tran, -itioii. 

The accuracy of the MODOP (or CP) results, when 

comparisons with exact transition probabilities 

are made, depends on the approximate time 

dependent potential used. Heidrich et al (1971) 

have shown that for a similar problem using a 

harmonic b---*Lnd ing potential Vsc(ý) 
, tne time 

dependent potential derýved from theýmpulse 

approximation V, (ý, -L) gives excellent agreement 

with the corresponding exact quantum mechanical 

results. Since Vx (ýA) is linear in ý, the 

modified correspondence principle for this 

problem reduces to the Percival and Richards (1970a) 

expression, and, as pointed out previously, except 

for very strong interactions, the results (Clark, 1971) 
CD 

are in excellent agreement with those of Heidric'n 

et al (1971). However, using Vz(ýJ) for the Morse 

binding potential, both the modified and unmodified 

correspondence principles predict transition 

probabil2Lties that are typically an order of 

magnitude too large, although the former is more 

accurate. 
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8.4 Concluding'Remarks 

Previous applicqtions of the Percival and Richards 

(1.970a) correspondence principle are not invalidated 

by the present modification. For the sýst, --m 

coi-isidered by Clark and D-Jckinson (1971), the 

diagonal ma-L-. rix elements of the interaction 

potential q. F(+) are zero and it has been pointed. 

out 'by Richards (private communication) that for 

the excitation of highly excited hydrogenic atoms 

by charged particles (Percival and Richards, 1970b, 

1971) the modification is not significant fcr the 

range of quantum numbers investigated. 

By considering a perturbation expansion of the 

class-ical action, Richards (private con-miunication) 

has shown that a modification of the correspondence 

principle, similar to that presented here, may be 

obtained using the approach of Percival and Richards 

(1970a). In this case the generalisation to many 

dimensional, non-degenerate systems is straight- 

forward. 

I 
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CAPTIONS TO FIGURES 13 - 17 

Fi, g, ures 13 - 15 

The ratios of the Percival and Richards correspondence 

principle (CP, broker 1--ines) and the modified 
4 correspondence prL-nciple (MODCP, continuous lines) 

results to the exact quantum mechanical transition 

probabilities (Tables 1-ý), as a function of the 

total energy of the system E (in. units of z'7-tLJe 

for the collinear atom Morse oscillator collision. 

The values of 7rL shown are for the systems (-TYL)ck, -De), 7 

given by (1,0.314, 3 9.3) , (0-5, 0.114: 40.81), 

(0.667 , 0.314,9-3) and (3.737, 0.5584, 14.652). 

The 0-;, l, 2---v, 4 and 4--,, 5 transitions are shown in 

Figures 13,14 and 15 respectively. 

Fig, u-ces_16 and 17 

The 0---: §, l (Figure 16) and 2-, -4 (Figure 17) transition 

probabilities t for the collinear atom Morse oscillator 

collision as a function of the total energy E (in 

units of for the system (-!, 0.314,9-3). The 3 

are%the exact transition probabilities (Table 2), 

CP is the correapondence principle result of Percival 

and Richards, MODCP is the modified correspondence 

principle result, FODWA is the first order distorted 

wave result (see section 5.2) and RFODWA is the 

revised first order distorted wave result (see 

section 5-3). 
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AF r-Pi AD IA A 

MODIFIED QUADRATURE WEIGHTS 

The integral in equation (2-4) 

I (x) = 
f-"ocos (kL Ic» si n (kL xz. ý H� k) cix 1 

Co 
where x<, x> are the lesser, greater respectively 

of x and xI, is replaced by the M point 

quadrature ('2-S) 

Coý 

A fixed step Simpson's rule is employed for the 

quadrature except that the quadrature weights 

wi, -(L) require modification due to the 

discontinuous derivatives of the integrand. 

If the discontinuity occurs at the end point of 

a three point Simp son's rule then there is no 

difficulty. This is for !. =j (odd) and normal 
S4 

_LMpSon's weights may be used. However, if the 

discontinuity occurs at the centre of the three 

point rule, that is f or i=j (even) 
, then, as 

Secrest and Johnson (1966) point out, the normal 

Simpson's rule gives poor results. 

Assuming the discontinuity occurs at the point 

x=xi , consider the integral of the form 

. ici+ K 

Q (DC i) =ý (X) H (DC) d->C 
lici 

-k 
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1 4-1, - 4- 
ý--j /, 

-ý _. -, -, "3 1- ý-. 

'vvhej, - e! ý, isas -) uuI ica uIIý, -- j -I- " C-A. u L. L func c-, n 

in this range and that 

Iýln (k, x) Cos (kLxi) > 

Sin- (ýCýcj) 
COS 

(ýtjc) 
x- > : )c 

Expanding T(-x) H(-, c) in a Tay-lor series around the 

point -)c: =-Dcj gives 

f (-)--) HO, ý7-) = f, H (x) - cLo + cL., + oL, ---. x. <. )ci 

= T, (., cý ýI (-), ý = CL c> + ý, (x -x- %' %)1 

where (X) H - -t, IkA. 1) 

rL 

and 6m == 
[L, (WH (-Y-)) (A, 2) 

Then 
X1 xx i+K 

Q(Xi) =f ý, (-: r-) H cl xf 
. 3, cl,. Xi - ý1, L 

=2 ci, k + (r ) hý , (t -, Ck 
)L 

z- 2. 
) ý3L 

+ 

It is now assumed that Simpson's rule may be applied 

to Q(->cj) 
, giving 

A+ 6-1c (XI 
-k) H (: c -k 

+- ýZ (X; 4- k) H (X i+Q 

where C is a correction term, taking into account 

the discontinuous derivatives of 
T ýl C-34-. ) 

- 

Thus 
A (Xi) CL I) 

ýý 
++ CL -L) 

3 

3 

CL 3)!!:!! 3 
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Comparing Q (>c, ) and Qh (-x, -) gives 
k3 c CL, -2ý 

Thus c ct, 

The contribution to QA (xt) 
, due to the discontinuity 

is thus of order ký 
. It should be noted that there 

is no contribution to Q (xi) due to the discontinuous 

second derivative of H -11he correction 

involving is of order and to be 

consistent should be included in C, since the error 
5 in Simpson's rule is of order FL however 

involves thesecond derivative of H which is not 

known. From (Al) and (A2) 

- 
I'L r -ý- Cfý wH (/-X))l -[4-(f, 6, c) H (--) )] dx X=Xi cl xX=X 

c 

ý-_I - h, kLH(, y i) 
giving 

QAfl k[ 

+ (4 - 
kL ki T, (-xi) 4 (x» 9- sl-m( k�ici) cos (hLxi) 

± 

Using a modified rule of this form, although with a 

different integrand, Secrest and Johnson (1966) 

::, eported a reduction, in the number of points 

required in the quadrature, of the order of 80% 

to 90% of that required for the normal Simpson's 
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'I 

A- 

rule. T'his showýs thab wie majo-c 

to the integral comes from the region near the 

discontinuity. 
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APPENDIX B 

4 

ESCALATOR INVERSION METHOD FOR PARTITIONED MATRICES 

The method discussed here is a generalisation of the 

'I berg (1966). escalator method. discussed by Fro 

SUPPOSC the (M 
+ N) Y, (M+N) matrix A is partilit-i oned 

11%, 

as follows, 

where is an 

is an 

3 is an 

Ck. is an 

Ol 

MY, M matrix 

M7, N' matrix 

NxM matrix 

NxN matrix 

Let the inverse of A be partitioned in a similar 
e-I 

way. 

e%- I, - 

X3 X- 

Then since 

A, x2. 

+ A., 
A3 + a- x 

A3 
/x 240, X- 

(Bl) 

(B 2) 

(B3) 

(BO 

where the order of the unit and zero matrices is not 

explicitly shown. 

(B2) gives 
X A! 

z (B5) 
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rom L) 5) a no ý. b '- 4' 

A 

(Bl) gives 

A, x, 

From (B3) and (B7) 

A3 A, 'A, )-'A, A 

From(B8)and(Bl) 

xAr+ AI(o, - A3A- ! A, 
-) 

A3 A, 

Thus if A is assumed to be known then 

X1 

where 

DC A3 Ai 
IN- 

xi A, 

AilA2-ýc X 2- 

Y�, 

= -x A, Al' 

(B6) 

(B7) 

(B8) 

(B9) 

This is the result used in equation 
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APPENDIX C 

A NOTE ON THE MORSE All , 4D 1A BRECQUE RESULTS 

Morse and La Brecque (1971) have extended the semi- 
'I classical ITFITS approximation of Heidrici-I e t. a 

(1971) to the Morbe oscillator. The ITFITS 

approximation essentially assumes that the classical 

motion of atom A (Figure 1) may be calculated 

assuming the binding potential of the molecule 

to be negligible (ý, 'lark 1971). 

The effect of atom A on the molecule B-G, may then 

be approximately represented by some time dependent 

forcing function F (1) 
. Using 'an iterative 

procedure, where at the jf ýl iteration the Morse 

oscillator is approximated by a harmonic oscillator 

of frequency Wj , Morse and La Brecque obtain 

a solution of the classical equation of motion for 

a Morse oscillator perturbed by a time dependent 

force They then obtain transition 

probabilities by substituting the classical energy 

transferred to the oscillator into the quantum 

mechanical analytic form for the transition 

probabilities of a harmonic oscillator perturbed by 

a force 

In the notation. of Morse and La Brecque, at the 

iteration the frequency Wj+j is given by 
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Is 

Uij +1 : 7- 1 Cxp 2Tr j--ff (tij L) siYL CL (wj 

giving with their equation 

C, C3 

LJj 

where is the modified Bessel function of 

order zero (Abrarnowitz arid Stegun, 1961, ),, This 

is not in agreement -with their equation ( 15 )v 

Moreover since F-t 
, the total energy of the 

system, is measured in units of --ý coj , 'Gheir 

equation (22) should read 

Et 
2- 

+ (Et L, ij 
)I) 

where the velocity averaged translational energy, 

Eo (j) is measured in units of --k-wj . In 

their equation (20) W,, should be replaced by w 

since oý is not a function of the initial or 

final state of the oscillator. w of Morse 

and La Brecque is equivalent to We Of this 

t1lesis - 

With or without these corrections it was still 

found impossible to reproduce the results 

presented by Morse and La Brecque. 
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Collinear collision of an atom and a morse oscillator: exact 
quantum mechanical results 

AP Clark and AS Dickinson 
Department of Physics, University of Stirling, Stirling, Scotland 

MS received 31 July 1972 

Abstract. Exact quantum mechanical vibrational transition probabilities are obtained for a 
collinear atom-diatomic molecule collision using the reactance matrix K. Both the Morse 
and harmonic binding potentials are considered and it is shown that the transition proba- 
bilities for the Morse oscillator may differ considerably from the equivalent harmonic 
oscillator results. The exact transition probabilities are compared with those of several 
approximate theories, and it is shown that the revised first order distorted wave approxima- 
tion of Mies is valid, provided that the scaled reduced mass (m) of the incident atom is not 
large. 

1. Introduction 

Recent reviews of collinear atom-diatomic molecule collisions have been given by 
Takayanagi (1963,1965) and Rapp and Kassal (1969). In much of the previous work, 
the binding potential of the diatomic molecule has been approximated by a harmonic 
potential. However, it was shown by Mies (1964a), using the more realistic Morse 
binding potential, that in the distorted wave apprbximation (DWA), the use of the 
harmonic potential may result-in the vibrational transition probabilities of the molecule 
being greatly overestimated. Hunding (1970), presenting an exact, but very limited, 
comparison of the Morse and harmonic oscillator transition probabilities concluded 
that the discrepancy between them was not as great as that predicted by the DWA. 

The main purpose of this paper is to present a detailed comparison of the exact 
results for the excitation of the Morse and harmonic oscillators and to examine the 
range of validity of several approximate theories. 

The collision problem, shown in figure 1, is formulated in § 2. In §§ 3 and 4a solution 
is obtained for the reactance matrix K (Mott and Massey 1965) and it is shown that the 
amplitude density function method of Johnson and Secrest (1966) results from a particu- 
lar matrix inversion technique. The computational details are discussed in § 5. 

The exact Morse and harmonic oscillator transition probabilities are presented in §6 
and compared with the distorted wave approximations of Jackson and Mott (1932), 
Mies (1964a) and the semi-classical approximations of Mies (1964b) and Morse and 
LaBrecque (1971). 

2. Formulation of the collision problem 

The collision problem (Rapp and Kassal 1969) is shown in figure 1. All three atoms are 
constrained to move along the line defined by the molecular axis BC. The incoming 
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Figure 1. The collinear atom-molecule collision. 

atom A is reflected by the repulsive core of the potential F1,, (zj, between atoms A and B 
only, and atoms B and C are bound by the potential i7Bc(ý) where ý and Z are the BC 
and AB separations respectively. 

We consider both the Morse (1929) and the harmonic binding potentials which have 
the form, 

= bjexpj-a(ý-ýejj- 1]2 

and 
P 

21 
M )2 

BC(ý) =- ýýq 

(1 a) 

(I b) 

where ý,,, is the equilibrium separation of BC, D, and a are the Morse potential well 
depth and steepness parameter respectively and f is the harmonic oscillator force 
constant. 

The collision problem is most conveniently expressed in terms of the dimensionless 
coordinates, (x, y) where, 

ý= (h1fio)j 112y + ýcq 

and 
MBMC/(MB + MC) 

MCAMB + mc) 

(2, b, /P)' /2 
a 

the subscripted m denoting the respective masses of the three atoms. 
The Schr6dinger equation may then be written (Secrest and Johnson 1966) 

1 02 1 02 

- ýý -- ý--Y + VBC(Y) + VAB(Z) Eo. 
2m x2y2 

The scaled reduced mass mý MAMC/MB(MA + MB + mc), E is the total energy of the system 
in units of 'hco, and z=x-y. In these coordinates (I a) and (I b) become, 2 

1]2 VBc(y) = De 1/2 ý 

, 
[exp y/(2De 

V 
, BC(y) =1 y2 2 

respectively, where D. = be Jh(t)e 

Centre of mass 
of B-C 
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We require a solution of (2) satisfying the boundary conditions, 
lim OI(x, y) = 01(y) exp(- ik, x) +SR,,, O. (y) exp(ik, x) (3a) 

X-ý n 

lim ýj(X, y) = X--ý 
(3b) 

The subscript I denotes that the molecule is initially in the Ith vibrational state and 
the R, are the reflection coefficients (Secrest and Johnson 1966), defining the matrix 

(R)1 = R1. (4) 

The normalized eigenfunctions of the unperturbed oscillator 0, (y) satisfy, 

1d2 2 j7-ý + VBC(Y) 4. (Y) = 12 
yV 

where for bound states, 
2n +I -'(n 

+1 2 IDý 2 2) 

cý = 2n +I 

for the Morse and harmonic oscillators respectively. The wavenumbers are given by, 

m(E - Ej ý'I' 

The summation (3a) represents a sum over the bound states of the oscillator and 
additionally, for the Morse oscillator, an integral over the continuum states. However, 
in the numerical calculations described in this paper it will never be necessary to include 
the latter. 

The probability that the molecule will be found in the nth vibrational state after the 
collision has taken place is then, 

PI, = IR ýl 
12 (k,, Ik, ). 

3. Solution of the collision problem 

As the R matrix (4) is in general complex, it is more convenient to use the purely real 
reactance matrix K (Mott and Massey 1965). Consider the solution 0, of the Schrb- 
dinger equation (2), which satisfies the boundary conditions, 

lim Oj'(x, y) = OI(y) sin(kjx) -SK. jo, (y) cos(k,, x) (5a) 
X-ý n 

lim ý', (x, y) = x--ý 

Employing the Green function, 

(5b) 

G(x, y, x', y') =S (2mIký)0�(y)O, (y') sin(kj j cos(k�x » (6) 

where x, x, are the greater and lesser, respectively, of x and x', (2) may be rewritten 
as the integral equation (Rodberg and Thaler 1967), 

x0 
ýi (x, y) = OI(y) sin(kjx) -S 

I)OK VAB(Z I (X,, y') sin(k,, x, ) cos(k,, x, ) dx'dy' (7) 
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where z' = x'- y'. Defining the amplitude density functions (Secrest and Johnson 1966, 
Johnson and Secrest 1966), 

Hýj(x) = 
fm 

0�(y) VAB(z» (x, y) dy 

the following integral equation is obtained from (7), 

H,, I(x) = sin(klx)V,, I(x) -S (2m/ki)V,, i(x) sin(kix, ) cos(kix, )Hij(x') dx' (8) 
i 

where 
V., (X) =E On(Y)VAB(Z)O, (y) dy. 

The summation in (8) is overall the states of the oscillator. However, for the total energies 
E being considered, the sum over the discrete states may be terminated at some number 
(N - 1), sufficiently large, such that inclusion of additional states, has no significant 
effect on the transition probabilities. In this sense the transition probabilities obtained 
are termed 'exact'. The Morse continuum states will not contribute significantly to the 
transition probability provided that satisfactory convergence has been obtained using 
only the discrete states. 

The solution of the iritegral equation (8) is now obtained by replacing the integral 
by an M point quadrature yielding, 

N-1 M 

H. I(xi) = sin(k, xj)V. j(xj) - 1: (2m/k, )V, (xj) Y wi, ýI)cos(klx, )sin(klx, )H, I(xj). (9) 
1=0 j=1 

Simpson's rule is employed for the quadrature except that, following Johnson and Secrest 
(1966), the weights are taken as, 

wj, ýI) Normal Simpson weight : j, - j or ij (odd) 

'Axj4 2k, Ax/sin(klxj)cos(klxj)l ij (even) x -2 

where Ax is the step length. This modification of the quadrature weights makes allow- 
ance for the discontinuous derivative of the Green function (6). 

An expression for K is obtained by comparing the integral equation (7) for Of, 
in the limit x -+ oo, with the boundary condition (5a). In terms of the amplitude density 
functions and with the integral approximated by an M point quadrature, 

m 
(K), = &I I wjý2m/kj sin(kjj)Hý, r(xj) (10) 

j=l 
where wj may be taken as the normal Simpson weights. 

Equation (9) is generally a matrix equation of very high order and to solve it directly 
for the H., (xi) is not practicable. In the following section we present a method for 
obtaining the K matrix at any point in the quadrature, in terms of K at the preceding 
point. 

4. The reactance matrix equation 

In terms of the NxN matrices, (H(xi))., = H,, I(xi), (V(xi)),,, = V,,, (xi) and the diagonal 
matrices F(xi), G(xi), k and W, (x, ) with elements 6.1 sin(kxi), 6.1 cos(kjxj), 6,, Ikj and 
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6., wifl) respectively, equation (9) may be written, 
M 

H(xi) = V(xi)F(xi)-2mV(xi)k-' I Wi(xj)F(x, )G(x, )H(xi). 
jýi 

Defining the generalized column vectors A, / by (A)i = H(xi), (/)i = F(xi) and the 
matrices-//-, X by (, V)ij = 6ijV(xi) and 

w, F(x, )G(x, ) m<n 

w, F(x, )G(x. ) m>n 
W, (x, F(x, )G(x, ) m=n 

equation (11) becomes, 

A= 'V1 - 2mV k- 'XA. 

Thus 

h= (J + 2m-Vk-'2r)- I -VI 

where 
(,, f)jj ý 6iji. 

(12) 

With the generalized row vector/* defined by (/*)i = wjF(xj) equation (10) becomes 

2mk-'/*, 6 

with the subscript M denoting that K is obtained from an M point quadrature. 
Thus from (12) the K matrix Is given by 

KM = 2mkl/*cjl/ 

where 

.c , im ý (J+2m1, 

(13) 

The method of Johnson and Secrest (1966) is essentially equivalent to determining 'Q/ -I by a generalization of the partitioning or escalator method (Fr6berg 1966). At the Lth 
m 

point in the inversion 'VL may be partitioned into, 
I 

'Q/1 -1 
ll'ý/ 

2 
L 

ý4 3 

The inverse of -4, is t hen 

I'Q/ L 

where 

= (-d3WZJic12Y' 

Substituting (14) into (13), for an L point quadrature KL may be shown to be related to 
KL-, by, 

KL ý (1 -WLD+WD)(1 -WLK, -, 
B+WD)-' 

(K, 
-, +WE-w, KL-IC)+w, E-WE (15) 
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where 
B= 2mG(-CL)k-lV(XL)G('CL) 

C= 2mG(XL)k-lV(XL)F(XL) 

D= 2mF(XL)k-lV(XL)G(XL) 

E= 2m F(x, ) k-1 V(XL) F(XL) 
Wij ý 

6ijWLL(i)* 

The K matrix at any point in the quadratic is thus determined from the K matrix at the 
preceding point, involving only one NxN matrix inversion. 

This provides a stable method of solving the non-linear matrix differential equation, 
of a type similar to that introduced by Calogero (1967), 

dK 
= 2m(F - KG) k -'V(F -G K) (16) 

dx 

with boundary condition, 
lim (K),, = 6., tan(kjx). 

X--ý 
Comparing the boundary conditions (3a) and (5a) the relation between the K and R 

matrices is seen to be, 

R=(K-il) '(K+il). 

5. Computation of the K matrix 

In closed channels, when k. becomes imaginary, the F matrix becomes imaginary and, 
as jxj increases, both F and G diverge exponentially, becoming almost linearly dependent. 
Despite the use of double precision arithmetic, this exponential behaviour causes 
serious rounding errors. The modifications necessary to overcome this difficulty and 
to retain single precision arithmetic with real matrices in closed channels are discussed 
in Appendix A. In Appendix Ba method for speeding the convergence of the K matrix 
for large x is presented. 

The interaction potential VA, (z) was chosen to be, 

VAB(Z) ý Vo exp ý- oc(x - y) I 

where 
1/2 

L 

(18) 

The parameter L, determining the 'steepness' of the interaction, may be obtained 
from experimental data. The value of L used in all calculations was 0.02 nm. 

Since the Schr6dinger equation (2), with V,, (z) given by (18) is invariant under the 
transformation x --ý x+6, V, --ý- V, exp(ocb), where 6 is a constant, the transition proba- 
bilities are independent of VO. However, the value chosen will determine the position 
of the first quadrature point x, since x, must lie far enough into the classically in- 
accessible region to approximate the boundary condition (5b). The K matrix will then 
be given by (17). The matrix elements Vij(x) = V, exp(- ax) Ujj may be evaluated easily 
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and in terms of the reduced parameters are given by, 

)a(2Dý)1/2 
i! F(4De-i) 1/2 

Uij = (4D (4Dý- 1-2i)(4De- I- 2j) 
ýj! 

F(4D, 
-j) 

+a(2DJ 1/2 
+i-1jI"j4De- 1 -ot(Wj 

1/2 
_ 

i_j+ 11 

1/2+ 1! (i-l)! Ffl +a(2De i-j-llr(4D, -2i+l) 

and 

=ýi! 

ý 1/2 i-i 
I ot 2)y 2) uij 

j 1-2 exp(+ 42 CC 

for the Morse and harmonic oscillators respectively, where Y'(x) and F(x) are the n 
Associated Laguerre polynomial and Gamma function respectively (Abramowitz 
and Stegun 1968). 

The programs used to evaluate the transition probabilities, presented in this paper, 
were checked by reproducing the results of both Secrest and Johnson (1966) and Hunding 
(1970). For the majority of the Secrest and Johnson results, agreement was found to 
three significant figures. However, discrepancies of the order of a few percent were 
noted for particular large values of E, where II or 12 channels were required. Hunding 
did not explicitly specify the collision parameters (m, oc, DJ employed, and agreement 
could only be obtained to within 10 %. 

The transition probabilities presented in the next section are believed to be accurate 
to about one percent. A sufficient condition for the step length, Ax, to give this degree of 
accuracy is oc Ax = 0.016. At certain energies, with m=3.737, over 1500 points were 
required in the quadrature before the K matrix converged. However, less than 600 
points were necessary for the other values ofm reported. It was never necessary to include 
more than two closed channels, to obtain satisfactory convergence of the transition 
probabilities, and one was usually sufficient. 

The evaluation of transition probabilities by the K matrix method of this paper, 
was found to be approximately four times faster than by the R matrix method of Secrest 
and Johnson (1966). 

Sams and Kouri (1969) have presented a method for solving the integral equation 
(8), not involving matrix inversions at each step, and initial tests suggest that it is approxi- 
mately twice as fast as the K matrix method presented here. A direct application of the 
Sams and Kouri method is impracticable, even when only open channels are retained, 
due to rounding errors. It has, however, been used suceessfully in a modified form by 
Eastes and Secrest (1972) and is discussed in detail by Secrest (1971). 

6. Results and discussion 

Transition probabilities, Pl-,, for the transition from state I to state F, are presented in 
tables 1-5 as a function of the total energy E (in units of 'hcoj. The exact, equivalent 2 

harmonic oscillator transition probabilities are shown directly below the Morse results. 
In most cases very small transition probabilities, less than 10- ", have not been included. 

The five collisions considered cover a wide range, from relatively light to heavy 
incident atoms and from shallow to deep molecular potential well depths. The para- 
meters (m, a, Dj given by (0-006268,0.1278,75-525), (', 0.314,9-3), (', 0.114,40-81), 32 
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Table 1. H2 +He 

0-1 1-2 0-2 0-3 1-3 23 0-4 1-4 

4 2.46(-4)t 
7.20(-4) 

6 7.31(-3) 1.25(-3) 2-30(-6) 
2.95(-2) 1-42(-3) 1.07(-5) 

8 3-15(--2) 2.28(-2) 1.85(-4) 1-18(- 7) 3.07(-5) 5.29( -3) 1-37(- Il) 
1.33(-1) 5-50(-2) 2.04(-3) 4.96(- 7) 3.07(-5) 2-10(- 3) 

10 7.39(-2) 8-15(-2) 1.66(-3) 1.17(- 5) 1-22(-3) 5.47( -2) 1.95(- 8) 3.12(- 6) 
2-92(-1) 2-17(-1) 2-25(-2) 2.31(- 4) 5.39(-3) 7-70(- 2) 4-26(- 8) 1.80(- 6) 

12 1.29(-l) 1.67(-1) 6.65(-3) 1.49(- 4) 8.41(-3) 1.58(- 1) 1.48(- 6) 1.38(- 4) 
4-28(-l) 3-69(-1) 9-13(-2) 4.71(- 3) 5.24(-2) 2.68(- 1) 3.65(- 5) 7.69(- 4) 

16 2.45(-l) 3.18(-1) 3.38(-2) 2.72(- 3) 5-72(-2) 3-34(- l) 1.61(- 4) 5.16(- 3) 
4.07(-l) 1-56(-1) 3-30(-l) 9.88(- 2) 2.85(-1) 1-89(- 1) 1.06(- 2) 7.32(- 2) 

E 
PI-F 

2-4 3-4 0-5 1-5 2-5 3-5 4-5 5-6 

8 4.68(-9) 3.51(-6) 

10 2.77(-4) 1.92(-2) 2.95(- 10) 3.65(-8) 4.47(- 6) 9.12(- 4) 
5.85(-5) 2-76(-3) 

12 5.64(-3) 1-17(-1) 4.95(-9) 7-01(- 7) 4.56(-5) 1-98(- 3) 5-97(- 2) 1-30(- 2) 
9.55(-3) 9.59(-2) 5.45(-9) 1.84(- 7) 4.11(-6) 9.28(- 5) 3.40(- 3) 

16 6.39(-2) 3.32(-l) 7.44(-6) 3.24(- 4) 5.77(-3) 5.76(- 2) 3.17(- 1) 2.84(- 1) 
2.21(-1) 3.04(-1) 3.31(-4) 4.04(- 3) 2.58(-2) 1.09(- 1) 3.12(- 1) 1.27(- l) 

m=0.667, a= 0.314, D, = 9-3. 
t The number in parentheses indicates th e power of 10 by wh ich the ent ry shoul d be 
multiplied. The u pper, lower numbers are the Morse, harm onic results respectively . 

(0-667,0.314,9-3) and (3-737,0.5584,14-652) approximately represent the collisions 
Br2 + (H2), H2 + H, N2 + (NA H2 + He and HBr + He (with Br representing atom C in 
figure 1) respectively. The parentheses around H2 and N, indicate structureless incident 
particles of mass equivalent to a hydrogen and nitrogen molecule respectively. 

The exact, equivalent harmonic oscillator transition probabilities and several 
approximate calculations are compared with the exact 0 -* I Morse transition proba- 
bilities in figures 2(a)-2(d). In figure 3 the ratio of exact calculations of P, -, for a Morse 
oscillator to P, for a harmonic oscillator is shown as a function of D, for several values 
of M. 

6.1. A comparison of the exact transition probabilities for the Morse and harmonic 
oscillators 

A comparison between the exact Morse and harmonic oscillator transition probabilities, 
in the region before the first maximum, shows that the Morse results are generally 
smaller than those of the equivalent harmonic oscillator, for transitions within the first 
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Table 2. H2 +H 

E 
0-1 1-2 0-2 0-3 1-3 2-3 0-4 1-4 

4 8.59(- 3)t 
1-09(-2) 

6 9.57(-2) 3.04(- 2) 7.82(- 4) 
1.51(-1) 1-99(- 2) 8.26(- 4) 

8 2.49(-l) 2.11(- l) 1.79(- 2) 2-05(-4) 5.63(-3) 8.39(- 2) 8-02( -9) 3.73( -7) 
3-91(-1) 2.27(- 1) 3.44(- 2) 1.26(-4) 2.05(-3) 2.75(- 2) 

to 3.80(-1) 3-71(- 1) 7.95(- 2) 5.56(-3) 6-95(-2) 3.23(- 1) 1.03( -4) 2-32( -3) 
5.16(-l) 3.91(- 1) 1.73(- l) 1.01(-2) 7.00(-2) 2-66(- 1) 2-80( -5) 3.76( -4) 

12 4-31(-l) 3.26(- 1) 1.79(- 1) 3.22(-2) 2.01(-1) 3.15( -1) 2.57( -3) 3-22( -2) 
4.32(-1) 2.04(- 1) 3-63(- l) 8.02(-2) 2-52(-1) 3.10(- l) 3.51( -3) 2.49( -2) 

16 3.21(-1) 2-26(- 2) 3.22(- 1) 1.68(-1) 2-24(-1) 7.28(- 4) 5.18( -2) 2.02( -1) 
1.05(-1) 1.12(- 1) 3-34(- l) 3.78(-l) 7.75(-2) 6.55( -2) 1.54( -l) 2.67( -1) 

E 
2-4 3-4 0-5 1-5 2-5 3-5 4-5 5-6 

8 1.22(-5) 5.25(-4) 

10 2.65(-2) 1.89(-l) 1.52(-7) 5-00(- 6) 9.59(-5) 1.52(-3) 2.53(- 2) 
3.44(-3) 3-40(-2) 

12 1.64(-l) 3-49(-1) 8-00(-5) 1-58(- 3) 1.53(-2) 9.04(-2) 3.18(- 1) 1.42(-1) 
9.95(-2) 2.85(-1) 7.86(-6) 9-47(- 5) 7-20(-4) 4-90(-3) 3.97(- 2) 

16 1.71(-1) 2-06(-3) 1.02(-2) 7.34(- 2) 1-95(- t) 1.73(-1) t -29( - 3) 2-77(-2) 
1-43(-l) 1.75(-3) 2.01(-2) 8.49(- 2) 1-83(-l) 2.42(-l) 1-63(- 1) 2.93(-1) 

-I M 31 0.314, D, = 9.3. 
t The n umber in parentheses indicates the power o f 10 by wh ich the entry should be 

multipli ed. The upper, lower numbe rs ar e the Morse, harmonic results respectively. 

Table 3. HBr + He(B -- H) 

E 0-1 1-2 0-2 0-3 1-3 2-3 2-4 3-4 

4 9.34(- 7)t 
1.36(- 6) 

6 1.20(- 4) 4-29(- 6) 3-36(- 10) 
2.48( -4) 2.15(- 6) 2.18(- 10) 

8 9-50( -4) 4-08(- 4) 1.26(- 7) 4-82(- 9) 2.03(- 5) 
2.39( -3) 3.91(- 4) 2-56(- 7) 6.69(- 10) 2.57(- 6) 

10 3.22( -3) 3.08(- 3) 2.67(- 6) 1.96(- 9) 1.14(- 6) 1.30(- 3) 4-64(-8) 1.22( -4) 
9.38( -3) 3.88( -3) 9-61(- 6) 6-79(- 10) 5.11(- 7) 4.57(- 4) 1-53(-9) 2.76( -6) 

12 7.35( -3) 1-03( -2) 1.95(- 5) 4.40( 8) 2.32(- 5) 8-83(- 3) 9.99(-6) 4.48( -3) 
2.40( -2) 1.57( -2) 9-90(- 5) 6.47(- 8) 1.97(- 5) 4.68(- 3) 6.70(-7) 4.68( -4) 

m=3.737, oc = 0.5584, D, = 14-652. 
t The number in parentheses indicates the power of 10 by which the entry should be 

multiplied. The upper, lower numbers are the Morse, harmonic results respectively. 
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Table 4. Br2 + (1-12) 

E 

PI 
-F 

\ 
0-1 1-2 0-2 0-3 1-3 2-3 0-4 1-4 

4 1.23 (- 2)t 
1.22(-2) 

6 3.54(-2) 2.49(- 2) 2.45(- 4) 
3.53(-2) 2.41(- 2) 2.20( -4) 

8 5-79(-2) 6.91(- 2) 1.13( -3) 6-42(- 6) 7.57(- 4) 3-80(- 2) 
5.77(-2) 6-81(- 2) 1-06(- 3) 4.39(- 6) 6-46(- 4) 3.54(- 2) 

to 7-94(-2) 1.10(- 1) 2-56(- 3) 3.82(- 5) 3-37(- 3) 1.01(- 1) 2.10(-7) 2.70(- 5) 
7.92(-2) 1-09(- 1) 2.44(- 3) 2-99(- 5) 3.08(- 3) 9-86(- 2) 9.27(-8) 1-72(- 5) 

12 9.99(-2) 1-47(- l) 4.49(- 3) 1.07(- 4) 7-45(- 3) 1.56(- 1) 1-44(-6) 1-54(- 4) 
9.97(-2) 1.46(- 1) 4-31( -3) 8.88(- 5) 6.98(- 3) 1.54(- 1) 8.17(-7) 1.16(- 4) 

16 1.38(-1) 2.09(- l) 9.68( -3) 4-01(- 4) 1.93(- 2) 2-41(- 1) 1.11(-5) 8.71(- 4) 
1.38(-1) 2.08(- 1) 9.39(- 3) 3.52(- 4) 1.84(- 2) 2.39(- 1) 7.72(-6) 7.30(- 4) 

20 1.72(-1) 2-57(- 1) 1.64(- 2) 9.63(- 4) 3-47(- 2) 2.97(- 1) 3.98(-5) 2.42(- 3) 
1.72(-l) 2-56(- 1) 1.60(- 2) 8-70(- 4) 3.35(- 2) 2.95(- 1) 3.03(-5) 2-12(- 3) 

P, 
-F 2-4 L! L 3-4 0-5 1-5 2-5 3-5 4-5 5-6 

10 1.58(-3) 5-21(- 2) 
1.27(-3) 4.64(- 2) 

12 6.72(-3) 1.32(- 1) 8.33(- 9) 1-12(- 6) 7.19(- 5) 2.78(- 3) 6.75(-2) 
5.98(-3) 1.27(- 1) 2.00(- 9) 4.51(- 7) 4-22(- 5) 2.07(- 3) 5-70(-2) 

16 2-44(-2) 2.48(- 1) 2-18(- 7) 2.32(- 5) 1.05(- 3) 2.35(- 2) 2-33(-1) 1.91(- 1) 
2-28(-2) 2.44(- 1) 9.56(- 8) 1.43(- 5) 8.17(- 4) 2.11(- 2) 2.26(-1) 1.77(- l) 

20 4.86(-2) 3-13(- 1) 1.26(- 6) 1.08(- 4) 3.65(- 3) 5.57(- 3) 3.17(-1) 3.10(- 1) 
4.63(-2) 3-11(-1) 6.91(- 7) 7-66(-5) 3.08(- 3) 5.20(- 2) 3.14(-1) 3.05(- 1) 

m=0.006268, a ý 0.1278, D, = 75-525. 
t The number in parentheses indicates th e power of 10 by wh ich the entry shoul d be 
multiplied. Th e up per, lo wer numbers ar e the Morse, harm onic results respectively . 

few vibrational levels. However, for transitions among the higher vibrational levels 
and those involving large changes in the quantum number, the Morse results are larger 
than those of the harmonic oscillator. This may be accounted for by the significantly 
smaller energy separations between the higher vibrational states of the Morse oscillator. 

Except for small values of D, the discrepancy between the two oscillators is less for 
smaller values of m. This is shown in figure 3 for the 0 --+ I transition and may also be 
seen from table 4 for m=0.006268. For larger values of D, the agreement between the 
two oscillators is closer, although for large values of m the difference may still be signifi- 
cant. In the region D, > 400 for ot = 0-2 the discrepancy between the 0 --* 1 transition 
probabilities for the two oscillators may be of the order of 50 %, for large m, although the 
U,,, U,, or I UO, I Morse and harmonic matrix elements agree to within 1 %. Thus 
slight anharmonicities can cause comparatively large changes in the transition proba- 
bility. 
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Table5. N2+(N2) 

PI F0 1-2 0-2 0-3 1-3 2-3 3-4 

4 7.66(- Il) 
2.67(- 10) 

6 4.52(- 7) 2.86(- 10) 
1.93(- 6) 5.34(- 10) 

8 1-69(- 5) 1.22(- 6) 5.15(- 12) 9.35(- 10) 
7.61(- 5) 3.86(- 6) 7.35(- Il) 8.01(- 10) 

to 1-43(- 4) 4-17(- 5) 1.49(- 9) 2.72(- Il) 2.61(- 6) 3-04( -9) 
6.60(- 4) 1.52(- 4) 2-51(- 8) 2.20( -10) 5-79(- 6) 1.07( -9) 

12 6.10(- 4) 3-38(- 4) 5.16(- 8) 4-59(- 13) 6.74(- 9) 7.97(- 5) 5-20( -6) 
2.85(- 3) 1-32(- 3) 9.42(- 7) 2.39(- Il) 7.53(- 8) 2.28(- 4) 7.72( -6) 

16 4.10(- 3) 4-03(- 3) 4.15(- 6) 1.14(- 9) 2-49(- 6) 2.46(- 3) 1.00( -3) 
1.92(- 2) 1.66(- 2) 8-11(- 5) 7.74(- 8) 3.57(- 5) 8-48(- 3) 2-63( -3) 

20 1-40(- 2) 1-76(- 2) 6.26(- 5) 1.08(- 7) 6.87( -5) 1.53(- 2) 1-06( -2) 
6.39(- 2) 7.14(- 2) 1.24(- 3) 8-08(- 6) 1.07(- 3) 5.50(- 2) 3-24( -2) 

PI 
-F 1_4 2-4 2-5 3-5 4-5 5-6 

E 

12 1.04(- 10) 1.01(- 8) 
4.41(- 10) 1.34(- 9) 

16 2.78(- 10) 6-18(- 7) 1.62(- 11) 5.83(- 8) 2-33(- 4) 1-95(- 5) 
1-05(- 8) 5.62(- 6) 2-38( - 10) 2-51( - 7) 3.80(- 4) 1.16(- 5) 

20 8.20(- 8) 4-12(- 5) 2.68(- 8) 1.55(-5) 5.80(- 3) 2.37(- 3) 
4.04(- 6) 4.74(- 4) 7-59(- 7) 1.17(-4) 1.40(- 2) 3-93(- 3) 

m= 0-5, a=0.114, D, = 40-81. 
t The number in parentheses indicates the power of 10 by which the entry should be 
multiplied. The upper, lower numbers are the Morse, harmonic results respectively. 

The curves shown in figure 3 are relatively insensitive to the value of the total energy E, 
in the region before the first maximum of the transition probability. However the disa- 
greement between the two oscillators becomes more pronounced for smaller values of 1. 

The number of bound states of the Morse oscillator is approximately 2D, Since 
most molecules have fewer than 100 bound states anharmonicity will nearly always be 
important. 

6.2. Thefirst order distorted wave approximation (FODWA) 

The first order distorted wave approximation was initially applied to this problem by 
Jackson and Mott (1932). For the interaction potential (18), their result becomes, 

2 2) 2 
OD 

121 UO 
117r(q I- qO 

PO 1w' = sinh(7rq, ) sinh(7rq, ) 
ý 

cosh(7rq )- cosh(7rq 

j 
(19) 

where qi = 2ki/oc. 
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Figure 2. The ratios of approximate and exact harmonic to exact Morse transition proba- 
bilities, for the 0-I transition, as a function of the total energy of the system E (in units of 
-'hwj. B and C are the FODWA, equation (19), for the Morse and harmonic oscillators respec- 
tively. D and E are the RFODWA, equation (20), for the Morse and harmonic oscillators 
respectively. A is the exact harmonic oscillator result and F is the semiclassical approxima- 
tion of Morse and LaBrecque. (a) m= 0-667, a=0.314; D, = 9-3; approximating an 
H2 + He collision. (b) M=A, a=0.314, Dý = 9-3; approximating an H2 +H collision. 
(c) m=3.737, a= 0-5584, Dý = 14-652; approximating an HBr +He collision (H -= B). 
(d) m= 0-5, a=0.114, D, = 40-81; approximating an N2+(N2) collision. 
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Figure 3. The ratio of PO,, (exact Morse) to PO, I (exact harmonic) as a function of the 
reduced well depth D. for several values of m. The total energy E is 4 and a=0.2. 

As shown in figures 2(a)-2(d), P'O", w' may be several orders of magnitude too large. 
It is, however, a valid approximation for very small values of m. For m= 0-006268, 
in the range E=4.0 to 20-0, pFODWA 0-1 was accurate to within 27 % for both the Morse 
and harmonic oscillators. 

It was noted by Secrest and Johnson (1966) that the ratio pFODWA/pEXACT 
0- 1/ 0- 1 jor the 

harmonic oscillator, was approximately constant over a large range of energies E. 
This ratio is also seen to be nearly constant for the Morse oscillator, in the region before 
the first maximum in the exact transition probability. 

The FODWA transition probabilities for the Morse oscillator, pFODWA (Morse) are 0-1 
generally larger than pl--ODWA (harmonic) although the exact Morse transition proba- 0-1 
bilities are usually less than those of the equivalent harmonic oscillator. 

6.3. Revisedfirst order distorted wave approximation (RFODWA) 

Equation (19) was derived assuming that the ratio of the diagonal matrix elements, 
ý2( = UOOIU,, ) = 1. For the interaction potential (18) this is not strictly correct. With 
(oc, D. ) given by (0.1278,75-525) and (0-5584,14-652), A2 is 0.976 and 0-737 respectively 
for the Morse oscillator and 0-992 and 0-865 respectively for the harmonic oscillator. 
Mies (1964a) has shown that the correct distorted wave result (RFODWA) is, 

pRFODWA A)pFODWA 
0-1 = A(E, 0-1 (20) 

where 
A(E, A) =U 11 

2 12F, (l +1 i(qo + q, ), I+1 i(qo - q, ), 2; 1_ ý2)12 
22 

and, F, (a, b, c; x) is a hypergeometric function (Abramowitz and Stegun 1968). 
In all cases considered the RFODWA gives more accurate results than the FODWA. 

The correction factor A(E, ý) reduces the large discrepancy between the FODWA and 
exact results for intermediate values of m. In the region before the first maximum of the 

P)IýFODWA 0 transition probability, for m and m=0.5 , is a good approximation for 31 
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both the Morse and harmonic oscillators, although slightly better for the former. For 

m=0.006268 in the energy range E=4.0 to 20-0, pRFODWA was accurate to within 20 % 0-1 
for both oscillators. The RFODWA, however, breaks down for large values of m. This 

PRFODWA 
maybe seen from figure 2(c) where the discrepancy between the exact results and 0-1 
may be several orders of magnitude in the low energy region. 

The behaviour of both FODWA and RFODWA is relatively insensitive to the initial 

state of the oscillator for single quantum transitions. 

6.4. First order perturbation theory approximations 

Mies (1964b) obtained a correction factor, similar to A(E, ý), for the time dependent 
first order perturbation theory approximation (FOPA and RFOPA). In his calculation Mies 
(1964b) used a symmetrized form for the translational energy of atom A (figure 1). 
In this work more accurate results were obtained using the symmetrized velocity 

2'(VO+Vl)- 
The results thus obtained differed from the corresponding FODWA and RFODWA 

by not more than a few percent for all collisions considered in tables 1-5. 

6.5. Semi-classical impulse approximation 

Morse and LaBrecque (1971) have extended the semi-classical impulse or ITFITs approxi- 
mation, of Heidrich et al (1971), to the Morse binding potential. The Morse and La- 
Brecque (ML) approximate 0 -ý I transition probabilities are compared with the exact 
Morse results for the case ni = 0.667, a=0.314, D, = 9.3, in figure 2(a). The ML 
approximation does not appear to predict the discrepancy between the two oscillators 
and ML results for other low order transitions eg 0-2,1-2 have a similar behaviour. 
It was found impossible, however, to reproduce the results of Morse and LaBrecque 
and a note on their paper is given in Appendix C. 

7. Conclusion 

In the incident energy region before the first maximum of the transition probability 
the Morse results are generally smaller than those of the equivalent harmonic oscillator, 
for transitions within the first few vibrational levels. However, for transitions where the 

energy separation between the initial and final states is significantly less for the Morse 

oscillator, the Morse transition probabilities exceed those of the harmonic oscillator. 
The discrepancy between the transition probabilities for the two oscillators is strongly 
dependent on the values of m and oc, increasing as m becomes large and decreasing as Cý 
becomes large. Large values of De, corresponding to deep Morse well depths, do not 
necessarily imply agreement between the transition probabilities of the two oscillators. 
Slight anharmonicities can cause relatively large changes in the transition probability. 

None of the approximate theories, for the excitation of a Morse oscillator gives 
consistently accurate transition probabilities for all values of m, a, D. and E considered. 
However, the RFODWA of Mies (1964a) and consequently the RFOPA (Mies 1964b), 

using a symmetrized velocity, are valid approximations for small and intermediate 

values of m, in the region before the first maximum in the transition probability. 
The extension, to the Morse oscillator, of the Heidrich et al (1971) semiclassical 

impulse approximation, by Morse and LaBrecque (1971) appears to overestimate the 
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transition probabilities although, for reasons discussed previously, only the case 
m= 0-667, a=0.314, Dý = 9.3 has been considered. 

The impulse approximation of Heidrich et al (1971) gives excellent agreement, 
over a large range of parameters (m, oc, E), when applied to the harmonic oscillator, and 
none of the approximate theories, so far derived, has as large a range of validity when 
applied to the Morse oscillator. 

Appendix A 

To overcome the numerical difficulties caused by the exponentially increasing F and G 
matrices and the inconvenience of an imaginary F matrix, these matrices are replaced 
by F and 6 where, 

(F)ij = (F)ij ki real 

= bijoci exp( - kix) ki imaginary 
(G)ij = (G)ij ki real 

= 6ijfli exp(kix) ki imaginary 

and a, P are arbitrary diagonal matrices. 
The relation between (R)ij, obtained using F and 6 in place of F and G, and the 

(R)ij, when both ki and kj are imaginary is then, 

(K)ij = ocj/(flj(R)jj). 
Solving equation (15) using the modified matrices F, (3 and replacing K, and K, 

-, 
by 

K, and K, 
-, will have no effect on the open-open channel elements of the K matrix 

and will provide the correct coupling between the open and closed channels. This is all 
that is required since only the open-open K matrix elements are used to calculate the 
transition probabilities. 

At the first quadrature point x,, a and P are chosen such that for ki imaginary, 

(F)ij = (G)ij = 5ij. (A 1) 

Denoting R' as the matrix obtained with o( 1 the relation between R' and 
at this point will be 

K= e(-kx, )K'e(-kx, ) 

where the matrix e(kx) is given by, 

Je(kx)ýjj = 6ij k, real 

= bij exp(kix) ki imaginary 

At each succeeding point R is replaced by e(-kAx)F(e(-kAx), where Axis the spacing 
between quadrature points, and a and P are chosen so that F and G satisfy (At). 

After L quadrature points the relation between R' and k will then be, 
R= eý-k(x, +LAx)ýf(leý-k(x, +LAx), ý. 

The closed channel diagonal elements of the F and d matrices are essentially normalized 
to unity at each step of the integration without affecting the open-open channel elements 
of the R matrix. 
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Appendix E 

The open--opý, n channel elements of the K niatrix are slowly converging functions of x. 
Factors spceding the convergence may be obtained from the K matrix differential 
equation (16). 

Integrating this equation from x to oo gives, 

K(oo) - K(x) = 2m (F - K(x')G)k-'V(x')(F -G K(x')) dx'. 
x 

If x is sufficiently large, then K(x') may be approximated by K(x) and the integral may be 
evaluated. K(zc) calculated in this manner converged significantly sooner than K(x). 

Appendix C 

Morse and LaBrecque (1971) have extended the semi-classical ITFITs approximation of 
Heidrich et al (1971) to the Morse oscillator. The ITFITs approximation essentially 
assumes that the classical motion of atom A may be calculated assuming the binding 
potential of the molecule to be negligible (Clark 1971). 

The effect of atom A on the molecule B-C, may then be represented by the time 
dependent forcing function F(t). Using an iterative procedure, where at thejth iteration 
the Morse oscillator is approximated by a harmonic oscillator of frequency O)j, Morse 
and LaBrecque obtain a solution of the classical equation of motion for a Morse oscilla- 
tor perturbed by the time dependent force F(t). In the notation of Morse and LaBrecque 
at the (j + 1)th iteration the frequency o. )j ,, is given by, 

n/2 
O)j+ I= 

(0)0/7T) 

- n12 
expll _ 

(Ej1p) 1/2 (o-)jL)-' sin(wjt)ý d((Ajt) 

giving, with their equation (6), 

coj ý cooIoj(Ej12D)'1'(o), 1(9j)fljý 

where I, (x) is the modified Bessel function of order zero (Abramowitz and Stegun 1968). 
This is not in agreement with their equation (15). Moreover since E, the total energy of 
the system, is measured in units of ho-), their equation (22) should read, 

EO(j) = 'j(E, (o)1o)j)-i- 1)1/2 1)1/21,2 
42+ (E, (o-)Io, )j) -f- ýf I 

where the velocity averaged translational energy, EO(j) is measured in units of h(oj. 
In their equation (20) o), should be replaced by o-), since ot is not a function of the initial or 
final state of the oscillator. o-) of Morse and LaBrecque is equivalent to O)e of this paper. 

With or without these corrections it was still found impossible to reproduce the results 
presented by Morse and LaBrecque. 
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Abstract. The one-dimensional form of the correspondence principle for strongly coupled 
states of Percival and Richards is modified to include, approximately, the perturbation of 
the bound particle orbit. The modification will only be significant when the expectation 
value of the interaction potential depends on the state of the bound system. The excitation 
ofa linear harmonic oscillator by a time dependent potential q'F(t) and the collinear collision 
of an atom and an anharmonic diatomic molecule are considered as examples. The results 
obtained for both these systems are in good agreement with the exact quantum mechanical 
transition probabilities, even for low order transitions. 

1. Introduction 

The correspondence principle for strongly coupled states (Percival and Richards 1970a) 
provides an approximate expression for the transition amplitude S(n', n) between states n 
and n' of a highly excited bound system. It has previously been applied to obtain cross 
sections for the excitation of highly excited hydrogenic atoms by electrons and protons 
(Percival and Richards 1970b, 1971). Also, Clark and Dickinson (1971) and Clark (1971) 
have investigated the range of validity of this theory for the problem of a forced harmonic 
oscillator. With this particular bound system it was shown that for a perturbing potential, 
linear in the oscillator co-ordinate, the correspondence principle predicts accurate 
results even for transitions from the ground state of the oscillator, within the range of 
validity of classical perturbation theory. 

In the one-dimensional form of the theory the interaction potential is assumed to be 
V(q, t) where q and t are the position co-ordinate of the bound particle and time res- 
pectively. An implicit assumption made in deriving the correspondence principle is that 
the matrix elements <n+ sl V(q, t) In> are independent of the quantum number n and 
depend only on s, the difference between the quantum numbers of the final and initial 
states of the unperturbed system (Richards 1972). This essentially implies that through- 
out the interaction the perturbation of the energy of the bound particle is independent 
of the state of the system. However, using time dependent perturbation theory, Bates 
(1961) has pointed out that difficulties may be encountered in obtaining a satisfactory 
approximation to the transition amplitude if the difference between the perturbed 
energies of the states of the bound system are not taken into account. 

In §2 we show how the perturbation of the energy levels may be included, approxi- 
mately, in the correspondence principle. The resulting expression for the transition 
amplitude differs from that of Percival and Richards (1970a) in that it includes a term 
taking into account the perturbation of the bound particle orbit. This correction term 

1153 
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will be significant only when the diagonal matrix elements <nj V(q, t) In> of the interaction 
potential depend on the quantum number n. 

In §3 we examine the validity of the correspondence principle when applied to a 
harmonic oscillator perturbed by a time dependent potential of the form q'F(t). An 
exact quantum mechanical solution of this problem has been obtained by Popov and 
Perelemov (1969). 

The collinear collision of an atom and a diatomic molecule, bound by an anharmonic 
potential, is considered in §4 and the results are compared with the exact transition 
probabilities of Clark and Dickinson (1973) for this problem. 

Concluding remarks are given in § 5. 

2. The modified correspondence principle 

We consider a one dimensional system with hamiltonian of the form, 

Ho + V(q, 

where 
H, ln> ý 6nln> 

H, being the hamiltonian of the unperturbed system. 
The time dependent transition amplitudes S(m, n; t) for this system satisfy (Bates 

1961), 

ih 
at 

S(m, n; t) =k0 S(k, n; t) <ml V(q, t)lk> exp 
ýh 

(Eý 
- Ek)t 

Following Bates (1961) we write, 

S(i, j, t) ex p 
ýi ff 

<il V(q, t')li>dt' 

The diagonal matrix elements <ml V(q, t) Im> may now be eliminated explicitly from the 
summation in (1) giving, 

ih - S'(m, n; t) S'(k, n; t) < ml V(q, t) Ik> ex P (6m - 6k)t + 0(m, k; t)j (2) 
at 

kýlm h 

where 
t 

00, j; 0 (<il V(q, t') I i> - <jl V(q, t)lj>) dt'. 

The term 0(m, k; t) in (2) takes into account the difference between the perturbation 
energies of the states Im> and Jk>. 

Assuming that the interaction potential V(q, t) tends to zero sufficiently rapidly as 
Itl --+ oo, the transition probability at t=+ oo is defined as, 

P(n - m) =I S(m, n) 12 =I S'(m, n) 12 

where 

(3) 

S(m, n) = lim S(m, n; 
1-ý 
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To obtain an approximate solution of the system of equations (2) we follow the method of 
Presnykov and Urnov (1970). Defining the generating function G, (t, T) by 

S'(j, n; t)expli(j-n)-cl (4) 

we obtain from (2) 

ih Gjt, T) =Z expýi(m - n)TI Y, S'(k, n; t) <ml V(q, t)lk> 
üt 

m=-ý k4m 

x exp 
i 

14. - 'Ek)t + O(m, k; t) (5) 

Replacing the index k, in the second summation, by (m - 1) (5) may be written, 

ih Gjt, T) exp ý i(m -I- n)T S'(m - 1, n; t) at M= - ý() 1#0 

x <mlV(q, t)lm-1> exp 
ý-, i 

j(E. -4E, -j)t+hl-c+O(m, m-1, t)l 

where it is understood that S'(m - 1, n; t) =0 for 1>m. 
We now make the following approximations: 
(i) (E. - Em -, 

) ý-- sý, where ý is independent of m and is some mean value of the energy 
separation of the quantum states. This is a valid approximation for highly excited atomic 
systems since the energy levels are nearly equally spaced. The relation is exact for a 

particle in a harmonic potential and thus will be a good approximation for the low 

eigenvalues of an anharmonic oscillator. 

(ii) «mIV(q, t)lm>-(m-sIV(q, t) Im -s» ý-- sV(t) (7) 

where 17(t) is independent of m and is some mean value of the difference between successive 
diagonal matrix elements. This relation is exact for the linear harmonic oscillator 
perturbed by a time dependent potential q'F(t), ý=0,1,2,3, with F(t) =0 for A=I or 
3. Its validity for the collinear atom-molecule collision will be discussed in § 4. Percival 

and Richards (1970a) essentially assume that F(t) = 0. 
(iii) The classical interaction potential V'(q, t) is a function of time implicitly through 

the position of the bound particle q and explicitly through t. We may treat these times 
separately (Percival and Richards 1970a). Denoting the time dependence of the bound 

particle by E', Vcjq(T'), tj is then periodic in E' and may be expanded as a Fourier series 

V'ýq(r'), tj V, (t) explisco-l", 

where o) is the frequency of the bound particle. 
For highly excited states we may use Heisenberg's correspondence principle (Heisen- 

berg 1925) and approximate the matrix elements <n + sl V(q, t)ln> by the Fourier com- 
ponents V, (t). However Naccache (1972) has shown that by a suitable quantization of the 

classical action variable, Heisenberg's correspondence principle may be used quite 
accurately even for matrix elements involving low quantum numbers. 
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Using these approximations the system of equations (6) may be written 

ih Gjt, T) -- Gjt, -c) V, (t) exp I(et +hr+ V(t') dt') (8) 
ýt 1110 

ýh 

Writing E= No and T= wxc' where ot-) is some mean classical frequency of the bound 

particle (8) becomes 

ih Gjt, w-c') -- Qt, air') VIqýwt+COT, + 
' ft 

, 
F(t') dt' 

ý, t 

Ih 

Equation (9) has the solution, 

Gjt, wr') -- exp -i 
ft 

V'f qý Cgt'+ Co-E'+ 
IL 

V(C) dt" tj - V, (t')] dt'+ i(Jý 
h-h 

where 6 is an arbitrary phase factor. 
From (4) we obtain, 

2ý16 

S'(m, n; t) = 27r 
Gjt, ioT') exp f, i(n - m)ajr'j d r'. 

Thus from (3) 

P(n , m) =I Y(m, n) 12 

dr'exp i(n-m)6T'- vc 
[q ý@(t 

+ 
27r 

f. 2' 

h 

It2 
+- V(t') dt' t dt (10) 

hfý, 
I 

The term 

17(t) dt' 
hf 

approximately takes into account the contribution to the transition probability due to 
the perturbation of the bound particle throughout the interaction. When the diagonal 

matrix elements <nj V(q, t) I n> are independent of n or are zero, V(t) will be zero and the 
expression reduces to that of Percival and Richards (1970a). In the quantum mechanical 
weak perturbation limit 17(t) will be small, however its effect on the transition probability 
will not necessarily be negligible, since for n =A m the transition probability will also be 

small in this limit. This will be discussed with reference to a particular example in the 
next section. 

In the impulsive and weak perturbation limits the transition probability (10) reduces 
to a sudden and first order approximation in an analogous way to the Percival and 
Richards (1970a) result. 

3. Excitation of a harmonic oscillator 

To illustrate the effect of the correction term we apply the modified correspondence 
principle (10) to the excitation of a harmonic oscillator by a time dependent potential of 
theformq'F(t). The relation between the exact quantum mechanical and correspondence 
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principle (Percival and Richards 1970a) solutions for this problem has been discussed by 
Clark and Dickinson (197 1). 

In order to compare the results quantitatively we choose F(t) = (a12) sech 2 (N), where 
a and b are constants. This particular time dependence results from the Landau-Teller 
approximation (Landau and Teller 1936) of the collinear atom-harmonic oscillator 
collision. Furthermore, if we let a= oc'E/2 and b= (oc/2)(E/M)1/2' then q2 F(t) corres- 
ponds to the third term in the expansion of the exponential interaction potential 

E 
exp(aq) sech' 

E 1/2 

22t 

(Rapp and Kassal 1969). 

3.1. Exact quantum mechanical solution 
For a time dependent perturbing potential q2F(t) the probability that a harmonic 
oscillator, initially in state n, will make a transition to state m, is given by (Popov and 
Perelemov 1969) 

EXACT n,! 
_,, 

)1121p(, 12 ((I (n - m) = 
n,! 

m+n)/2 ( 0)1/2112 

In -ml = 0,2,4 

where P'(x) is the associated Legendre function (Abramowitz and Stegun 1965) and n 

n, n, are respectively the lesser and greater of n and m; in terms of the reduced units 
considered above p may be interpreted as the above-barrier reflection coefficient, for a 
particle of unit energy, from the potential barrier defined by F(x) (Popov and Perelemov 
1969). 

This problem may be solved analytically for the particular time dependence chosen 
(Gol'dman and Krivchenkov 1961) giving 

Cos 2 1(7r/2) (I + 8m) 1/2ý 

sinh 
2 ý(27r/oc) (mlE)' /2 ý+ COS2 1(7r/2) (I + 8wz) 1/2ý 

3.2. Correspondence principle solutions 

The correspondence principle of Percival and Richards (1970a) yields, for this problem, 
(Clark and Dickinson 1971) 

Pcp(n --- ý m) = j2 
s/2 

("'l/ 

where J, (x) is the ordinary Bessel function (Abramowitz and Stegun 1965) and n is a 
mean quantum number of the oscillator. As suggested by Naccache (1972) we employ 

f (n ,+ s)Q 
I n, !f 

Also, p' is a first order perturbation theory approximation to p, 

I 
47r2yn2 

sinh 
2 ý(27r/oc)(w/E)' /21 

which is valid providing 2oz << I and OC2 E/2 << 1. 
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The diagonal matrix elements <nlq'ln> in the harmonic oscillator basis are (n+! ' and 2) 

from (7), we obtain 
L12 E2 faýEý 112tý 

- sech - 42 

The modified correspondence principle (10) may thus be evaluated analytically and 
yields, 

p MODCP 
= j2 (n -+ m) s12("\1P") (14) 

where 

P, M 1+2iýmý 
1/2 

2,2ia(mE) 1/2 

oc Ef 

and M(a, b, x) is the confluent hypergeometric function (Abramowitz and Stegun 1965). 

3.3. Discussion and comparison of results 
The effect of the correction term in the modified correspondence principle (10) is to 
replace the approximate reflection coefficient p' by p". These reflection coefficients 
were evaluated numerically for a large range of values of m and ot., IE; in all cases p" was 
a better approximation to p than was p'. It is interesting to examine the behaviour of p" 
in the limit of weak perturbations (small E); from the expansion of M(a, b, x) as a power 
series in x (Abramowitz and Stegun 1965), in the limit E --* 0 we obtain on re-summation, 

limm 1+ 
2iý 1/2,2,2icx(mE)11' 

E-0 E "/m 
In this limit the correction term in (10) is small compared with Cot. Its effect on the 
correspondence principle transition probability (14) may still be considerable however, 
depending on the value of the parameter m. 

In figure I we have shown the 0 --+ 2 and 2 -+ 4 transition probabilities as a function 

of E for m=', a= 1- It may be seen that pMODcp(n , m) is an excellent approximation 8 4' 
up to the maximum in the exact transition probability for both transitions, whereas 
Pcp(n -, m) overestimates p]EXAc'(n -+ m) even in the limit of weak perturbations. 

As n or s become large the range of validity of Pmo'cp(n , m) will decrease (see 
equation (10), Clark and Dickinson 1971). However, the first few maxima of the transition 
probability, which form the most significant part, occur at smaller values of p as n 
increases. Numerical results show that pMODC'(n --,. m) predicts these first few peaks in the 
transition probability more accurately as n becomes large. For all transitions 
pMODc'(n - m) will be more accurate than Pc'(n --+ m). 

4. Vibrational excitation of an anharmonic oscillator 

We now apply the modified correspondence principle (10) to the problem of a collinear 
atom-diatomic molecule collision (Rapp and Kassal 1969) where the molecule 
is assumed to be bound by a Morse potential. Providing the Morse well depth is deep 
enough and the interaction is not too strong, assumptions (1) and (3) of §2 will be valid. 
The justification of assumption (2) will be discussed in § 4.2. 
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Figure 1. (a) The 0-2 and (b) the 2-4 transition probabilities, as a function of the energy 
E, for a harmonic oscillator perturbed by a potential q'F(t). EXACT is the exact quantum 
mechanical result (11), cp is the Percival and Richards correspondence principle result (12) 

and MODCP is the modified correspondence principle result (14). M= 8', Ot = 1- 

To apply the correspondence principle it is first necessary to represent the interaction 
between the incoming atom and the diatomic molecule by a time-dependent perturbing 
potential. This requires the solution of a classical equation of motion for the incident 
particle. 

4.1. The classical equations of motion 

In the centre of mass system, using the reduced co-ordinates (x, y) of Clark and Dickinson 
(1973), the collinear atom diatomic molecule collision is equivalent to the problem of a 
particle of mass m, colliding with a particle of unit mass bound by the potential V'c(y). 
Here y is the displacement of the bound particle from its equilibrium position 0 and x 
is the separation between the incoming particle and 0. The interaction potential between 
the two particles is usually taken to be VO expi - oc(x - y) I (Rapp and Kassal 1969). 
However, the classical equations of motion are non-separable for this interaction potential 
and we make the approximation that the incoming particle is scattered by the average 
potential (Mies 1964b), 

U(x) = 'Voexp(-ocx)(<nlexp(ocy)ln>+<mlexp(cxy)lm>) 2 

= Vo exp(- ax)U" 
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for an n --+ m transition. The classical equation of motion for the bound particle is thus, 

d2y0 
dT 2 OY V(y, T) 

where, 

V(y, T) = Vc(y) +- 
Eý 

sech 2 
ýoc ý Eýý 1/2 

Tý exp(ocy). (15) 
2 Uav 2m 

T is a reduced time, T= wj, where o), is the equivalent harmonic oscillator frequency 
(Clark and Dickinson 1973). E. is the translational energy of the incoming particle in 

units of ho), 12. In considering an n -+ m transition we use the velocity-averaged energy 
(Rapp and Kassal 1969) 

Eý = 'I(E, -2n- 
1)1/2 +(E, -2m- 

1)1/2ý2 
4 

where E, is the total energy of the system in units of hco, /2. 
The binding potential of the oscillator is assumed to be 

exp - -Y 1/2 

ý 
C2D, ) 

where D, is the Morse well depth, in units of No, The unperturbed classical motion for a 
particle of energy e in this potential is 

y(T) = (2DJ 1/2 In I+ 
1/2 

sinjýl- 
ýT+6, fl-l+- 

(16) 
2Dý 2Dý 2Dý 

where J, is an arbitrary phase factor. 

4.2. Matrix elements 

The correspondence principle result (10) depends implicitly on the accuracy with which 
the matrix elements <n+sIV(q, t)ln> maybe replaced by the Fourier components V, (t). 
The matrix elements <n + sl exp(ocy)jn>, in the reduced units used here, have been given 
by Clark and Dickinson (1973). The corresponding Fourier components, apart from 
arbitrary phase factors, are 

ý-aQD, )1/2 (cl4DJi' s121- ýI+ a(2DJ 
1/2ý 

2j+ 1/2 4Dý j ý02 
'F(oc(2D, ) - 2j -s+ I)F(j +s+ I)F(j + 1) 

where F(x) is the gamma function (Abramowitz and Stegun 1965). As in § 3.2 we use 
the mean quantum number n (13); then 

e= 2n. 

The agreement between these Fourier components and the corresponding matrix 
elements is better than I% for n< 10, s<2 for most values of a and D, The agreement 
appears to be better for the smaller values of s and a. 

For example, with s=0, oc = 0.114, Dý = 40.8 1, n<8 the agreement is better than 
0-005 %. Thus for most values of the parameters, 17(t) may be approximated by the differ- 
ence between successive Fourier components, although in the results presented in the 
next section, the difference between the actual matrix elements was used. 
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The difference between successive diagonal matrix elements 
<n+ljV(q, t)jn+l>-<njV(q, t)jn> = F(t) 

is assumed independent of the quantum number n. In table I we have tabulated U, 
where 

U= Un 
+ 1, n +I - 

Un, 
n 

Ujj = (jj exp(ocy)jj> 

as a function of n, for all the systems considered in the next section. It may be seen that 
the assumption is valid providing cx is not too large or D, is not too small. 

Table I 

oc 
Dý 

n 

0.1278 
75-525 

0.114 
40-81 

uý 

0.314 
9.3 

U. + - U., 

0.5584 
14-652 

0 2.45-2 2.64 -2 1.96' 4.19 - 
1 2-52 -2 2.74-' 2.45-' 5.63-' 
2 2.59-2 2-85 -2 3-10-' 7.61 
3 2-67 -2 2-97 -2 3-98-' 1.04 
4 2-75 -2 3-09 -2 5.20 -' 1.43 
5 2.83 -2 3-21 -2 6.93-' 1.98 
6 2.91 -' 3.35 -2 9-47-' 2-78 
7 3.00 -2 3.49 -2 1.33 3.94 
8 3-09 -2 3.64-2 1.93 5.68 
9 3- 19-2 3.80 -2 2.92 8.31 

Values of U=U, 1,, 1-U, in a Morse oscillator basis for n=0ý9, for several values 
of ot and D.. Superscripts denote the power of 10 by which the entry should be multiplied. 

In calculating the results presented in the next section we have used 
Uý (Un 

+ s, n +s- 
Un, 

n)IS 

when considering an n-n+N, transition. 

4.3. Results and discussion 

In terms of the reduced parameters used in § 4.1 we obtain, from (15) and (16), 
T 

, c'+ (o Tlo)ý +f F(T') dt), Tj VH 

Eý 
sech' 

ýEýý 1/2 

Tj 
2 Uav 2 

/2 Tý V(t') dt'l (21)ý)1/2 I+ (e/2D, ) sin ý (I - E12DJ 1 T+, r'+ f 
I- (E12DJ 

where 
(mEj 1/2 

tanh 
ýa ýEýý 1/2 

Tfl U. fý F(t') dt' = 0( Uaý 

12m 

Here we have neglected arbitrary phase factors in y, since these may be factored out of the 
integral over -C. 
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Using (17), expression (10) was integrated numerically to an accuracy of about I %. In 
figure 2 we have shown the ratio of the correspondence principle transition probabilities 
pMODCP (n --+ m) (modified), P'P (n --+ m) (unmodified, ie using (17) with r(t) = 0) to the 

exact quantum mechanical results pEXACT (n --* m) of Clark and Dickinson (1973), for 

the systems (m, ot, D. ) given by (1,0.314,9-3), (1,0-114,40-81), (0-667,0.314,9-3) and 32 
(3-737,0.5584,14-652); approximately representing the collisions H, +H, N2+(N2), 
H2 + He and HBr + He respectively. The parentheses around H2 and N2 indicate 

structureless incident particles of mass equivalent to a hydrogen and nitrogen molecule 
respectively. 

It can be seen that the correspondence principle results (cp) of Percival and Richards 
(1970a) may be several orders of magnitude too large. The discrepancy appears to be 

greatest at low energies, E, The modified correspondence principle results (MODCP), 
however, converge to the exact transition probabilities at low energies except for very 
large values of m, for example m=3.737. This is probably due to an inadequate expres- 
sion for the time dependent interaction potential for large M. 

The accuracy of both the cp and MODCP results increases with decreasing values of 
or ot; for the collision Br2 + (H2) approximately represented by (0-006 268,0-1278, 

75-525), the MODCP and cp results are both accurate to within a few per cent of the exact 
results, in the energy region before the first maximum in the transition probability. 

The range of validity of the MODCP results increases with decreasing Jsj1(n+jsj), 

where n is the initial quantum number, for transitions among the first few vibrational 
levels at least. This may be seen by comparing the 0 -+ I and 4 ---> 5 transitions, figures 2b 
and 2c respectively, for the collisions (' 0.314,9-3) and (2 0.314,9-3). 3, J, 

The MODcp results agree with the revised first-order perturbation theory (RFOPA) 

results of Mies (1964b) in the weak perturbation limit. This is to be expected since, as 
discussed in § 2, the modified correspondence principle (10) reduces-apart from the 
replacement of the matrix element by the corresponding Fourier component-to the 
RFOPA expression. However, the MODCP results are valid for transitions where s>1, 
for example 2 --+ 4 transition figure 2b, whereas the RFOPA and distorted wave approxi- 
mations (Mies 1964a, 1964b) break down for these transitions. Generally, the MODCP 
results are more accurate than those predicted by any of the approximate theories dis- 
cussed by Clark and Dickinson (1973). 

The accuracy of the MODCP (or cp) results, when comparisons with exact transition 
probabilities are made, depends on the approximate time dependent potential used. 
Heidrich et al (1971) have shown that for a similar problem, with a harmonic binding 
potential VBc(y), the time dependent potential derived from the impulse approximation 
V, (y, t) gives excellent agreement with the corresponding exact quantum mechanical 
results. Since V, (y, t) is linear in y the modified correspondence principle for this problem 
reduces to the Percival and Richards (1970a) expression and except for very strong 
interactions the results (Clark 1971) are in excellent agreement with those of Heidrich 
et al (1971). However, using VI(y, t) for the anharmonic binding potential, both the 
modified and unmodified correspondence principles predict transition probabilities 
that are usually an order of magnitude too large, although the former is the more 
accurate. 

5. Conclusion 

The one-dimensional form of the correspondence principle of Percival and Richards 
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Figure 2. The ratios of the Percival and Richards correspondence principle (cp, broken 
lines) and the modified correspondence principle (MODCP, continuous lines) results to the 
exact quantum mechanical transition probabilities of Clark and Dickinson (1973), as a 
function of the total energy of the system E, (in units of 2'hO), ), for the collinear atom unhar- 
monic diatomic molecule collision. The values of m shown are for the systems (M, a, Dj 
given by (3,0.314,9-3), (0-5,0.114,40-81), (0-667,0.314,9-3) and (3.737,0.5584,14-652). 
(a) The 0-1, (b) 2-4, and (c) 4-5 transitions are shown. 
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(1970a) has been modified to include approximately the perturbation of the bound system. 
The modified theory has been tested on the system of a harmonic oscillator perturbed 
by a potential q'F(t) and, within the limits of classical perturbation theory, excellent 
agreement with the exact quantum mechanical solution is obtained. The theory has 
then been applied to the collinear collision of an atom and an anharmonic diatomic 
molecule. For a large range of collision parameters, the results are in good agreement 
with the exact quantum mechanical transition probabilities of Clark and Dickinson 
(1973). 

Previous applications of the Percival and Richards (1970a) correspondence principle 
are not invalidated by the present modification. For the system considered by Clark 
and Dickinson (1971) the diagonal matrix elements of the interaction potential qF(t) 
are zero and it has been pointed out by Richards (private communication) that for the 
excitation of highly excited hydrogenic atoms by charged particles (Percival and Richards 
1970b, 1971) the modification is not significant. 

By considering a perturbation expansion of the classical action, Richards (private 
communication) has shown that a modification of the correspondence principle, similar 
to that derived here, may be obtained using the approach of Percival and Richards 
(I 970a). In this case the generalization to many dimensional, separable, non-degenerate 
systems is straightforward. 
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Abstract. Exact quantum mechanical vibrational transition probabilities are obtained for a collinear atom-diatomic molecule collision using the reactance matrix K. Both the Morse 
and harmonic binding potentials are considered and it is shown that the transition proba- bilities for the Morse oscillator may differ considerably from the equivalent harmonic 
oscillator results. The exact transition probabilities are compared with those of several 
approximate theories, and it is shown that the revised first order distorted wave approxima- 
tion of Mies is valid, provided that the scaled reduced mass (m) of the incident atom is not large. 

[ntroduction 

-ent reviews of collinear atom-diatomic molecule collisions have been given by 
ýayanagi (1963,1965) and Rapp and Kassal (1969). In much of the previous work, 
ý binding potential of the diatomic molecule has been approximated by a harmonic 
ýential. However, it was shown by Mies (1964a), using the more realistic Morse 

[ding potential, that in the distorted wave apprbximation (DWA), the use of the 

, monic potential may- result-in the vibrational transition probabilities of the molecule 
ng greatly overestimated. Hunding (1970), presenting an exact, but very limited, 

nparison of the Morse and harmonic oscillator transition probabilities concluded 
Lt the discrepancy between them was not as great as that predicted by the DWA. 
The main purpose of this paper is to present a detailed comparison of the exact 

ults for the excitation of the Morse and harmonic oscillators and to examine the 

ige of validity of several approximate theories. 
The collision problem, shown in figure 1, is formulated in § 2. In §§ 3 and 4a solution 

)btained for the reactance matrix K (Mott and Massey 1965) and it is shown that the 

iplitude density function method of Johnson and Secrest (1966) results from a particu- 

matrix inversion technique. The computational details are discussed in § 5. 

The exact Morse and harmonic oscillator transition probabilities are presented in §6 

d compared with the distorted wave approximations of Jackson and Mott (1932), 

ies (1964a) and the semi-classical approximations of Mies (1964b) and Morse and 
Brecque (1971). 

Formulation of the collision problem 

e collision problem (Rapp and Kassal 1969) is shown in figure 1. All three atoms are 

istrained to move along the line defined by the molecular axis BC. The incoming 


